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When authorities repress insurgents, does it quell their rebellion? Clas-
sic approaches to this question yielded inconsistent results because they
sought to generalize repressive effects without accounting for the prac-
tices repressed. This article proposes that insurgent practices that draw
allied support in a given historic context evade the de-escalatory capac-
ity of repression. The article assesses the effects of repression on odds of
remobilization for various forms ofBlack insurgent practice in the post-
war United States, comparing the impact on civil rights protests and
urban uprisings between 1954 and 1992, before checking final models
on out-of-sample data. Generalizing the dynamics of practice better ac-
counts for the evidence, transcending invariantmodels to explain social
process without devolving to ideographic analysis.
When people rebel against established institutions, authorities almost always
take repressive action against them (Davenport 2007). But does repressive ac-
tion succeed in quelling their rebellion? Scholars have long debated how re-
pression affects mobilization (Gurr 1968, 1969; Jenkins and Perrow 1977; Tilly
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1978; McAdam 1982; Lichbach 1987; Earl 2003, 2006; Davenport, Johnston,
and Mueller 2004; Davenport 2010, 2015). The results of empirical stud-
ies range widely and appear contradictory. Repression sometimes works and
sometimes is escalatory—defying all prevailing theories (Davenport 2007;
Earl 2011).
The influential “inverse-U” theory of repressive effects (Gurr 1968, 1969;

Muller 1985) attempted to account for the range of repressive effects with
reference to the intensity of repression.But inverseU assumes that the effects
of categories of repression on mobilization are similar across historical situ-
ations. Thinking more processually, political process theorists sought to sit-
uate repressive effects as dependent on broader political dynamics. The core
political opportunity thesis holds that the effect of repression onmobilization
depends on structural openings that increase the political leverage of a social
group, making repressive action against it less effective andmore escalatory
(McAdam 1982, esp. pp. 43, 174–79). But as a generation of nuanced empir-
ical scholarship—largely inspired by political process theory—has shown, po-
litical process theory does not go far enough. Smaller-scale historical dynamics
defy the explanatory capacity of the structural assumptions that undergird
the classic opportunity thesis (for overviews, see Gamson and Meyer 1996;
McAdam,Tarrow, andTilly 2001;Goodwin and Jasper 2004, 2012;Armstrong
and Bernstein 2008; Bloom 2015).
In recent years, qualitative case studies have pioneered explanations of mo-

bilizationwith reference to the efficacy of specific practices in a given political
context (e.g., Amenta 2006; Evans and Kay 2008; Taylor et al. 2009; Jansen
2011, 2016, 2017; Bloom 2015; Bloom and Martin 2016; Gastón 2017; Kay
andEvans 2018). Other studies have sought to test divergent effects of tactical
repertoires across situations (Bernstein 1997; A.Martin 2008;Walker,Martin,
and McCarthy 2008; I. Martin 2010; McCammon 2012; Wang and Soule
2016). A few influential texts use practice theory to advance novel frameworks
for theorizing social movements (Crossley 2002; Armstrong and Bernstein
2008; Fligstein and McAdam 2012). And a burgeoning literature has begun
introducing considerations of practice into the study of repression (Earl,
Soule, and McCarthy 2003; Carey 2006; Earl and Soule 2006; Chang and
Kim 2007; Davenport, Armstrong, and Lichbach 2008; Ayoub 2010; Chang
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and Vitale 2013; Moss 2014, 2016; Davenport 2015; Honari 2018; Bloom
and Frampton 2021).

I build on these insights, political process theory, and postclassical theory
to advance a dynamic practice theory of repressive effects, situating the ef-
fects of repression as part of a larger struggle over the regulation of insurgent
practice (Gramsci 1971; Bourdieu 1990; Mann 1993). Repression is funda-
mentally regulatory, sanctioning historically specific forms of social practice.
The effects of repressive action depend on the specific practices repressed
and are mediated by the political dynamics in which insurgent practices
are enacted. Theorizingwhy specific forms of practice defy repression under
some conditionsmakes it possible tomeaningfully compare across cases with-
out assuming that conditions are independently determinant. I propose that
whether repression works to quell rebellion—or backfires and increases mobi-
lization—depends on the historical breadth of opposition to repression of the
specific practices repressed.

I systematically test two observable implications of this theory in the post-
warBlackLiberation Struggle. First, using hazard analysis and out-of-sample
testing, I assess the differential effects of repression on two different forms
of Black insurgent practice: civil rights action and violent urban rebellion.
Given their relative public support, and contrary to both the inverse-U and
classic political opportunity theses, I expect that civil rights practices were
resilient, and violent urban rebellion susceptible, in the face of intense repres-
sion. Second, contrary to prevailing accounts, given lasting public support for
civil rights practices, I expect this resilience persisted well after the decline of
the movement. Repression did not quell the Civil Rights movement. To the
contrary, I expect rates of repression declined preceding demobilization. Once
they defeated Jim Crow, activists deserted civil rights practices because few
vulnerable targets remained.

I begin by reviewing theories of repressive effects and proposing a practice
theory of repressive effects to transcend their limitations. I then develop test-
able hypotheses concerning theBlackLiberation Struggle, detail themethods
of analysis, and present the study findings. I conclude by summarizing the
findings and their implications for theories of repressive effects and the study
ofmovements andpolitics. Generalizing the dynamics of practice offers a the-
oretical framework that can more fully account for variations in the histor-
ical evidence.
REPRESSIVE EFFECTS ON MOBILIZATION

Prevailing Theories

What are the effects of repression onmobilization? A common assumption is
that repressive action by authorities does generally discourage participation
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in subsequent insurgency. Previous studies have found empirical support for
this position. Jenkins and Perrow (1977) argue that early farmworker union-
ization efforts failed in large part because of the repressive context. In an in-
fluential large-N cross-national comparative study, Hibbs found that “the
lagged or long-run impact of elite repression is to deter” future insurgency
(1973, p. 113).
Conversely, others maintain that repression breeds resistance. In a popu-

lar literary context, John Steinbeck famously wrote of “the little screaming
fact that sounds through all history: repression works only to strengthen
and knit the repressed” (1939, p. 137). Indeed, various empirical studies have
found a positive effect of repressive action by authorities on insurgency. In a
study of the intifada, Khawaja (1993) concludes that insurgents use repres-
sive acts to frame authorities as bad,which advancesmicromobilization, lead-
ing to further insurgency. Drawing on biologicalmodels, Francisco (1996) de-
velops a “predator-prey” analysis of quantitative data on mobilization and
repression events fromGermany andNorthern Ireland. His findings support
the “backlash” thesis that coercion increases protest (see also Francisco 2004).
Using survey data fromNewYorkCity andHamburg on participation in re-
bellious political behavior, Muller and Opp (1986) find that high levels of re-
pression generate a high valuation of the promise of challenges to the regime,
which in turn increases participation in rebellion.
Inverse‐U thesis.—One of themost influential social scientific theories of re-

pressive effects attempts to account for the range of empirical variations with
reference to the intensity of repression. The inverse-U thesis holds that re-
pression works to quell dissent, but only intense repression. Scholars in this
tradition propose that the relationship between repression and insurgency is
shaped like an inverse U. In the classic formulation, “the threat and severity
of coercive violence used by a regime increases the anger of dissidents, thereby
intensifying their opposition, up to some high threshold of government vio-
lence beyond which anger gives way to fear” (Lichbach [1987, p. 270] para-
phrasing Gurr [1970, pp. 238–39]).
A variety of empirical studies have found support for this position (Gurr

1968, 1969; Muller andWeede 1990; Gupta, Singh, and Sprague 1993; White
1993). Based on a large comparative cross-national study using time series
data,Muller (1985, p. 60) concludes that “since countrieswith an inter-mediate
level of regime repressiveness alsomay be especially likely to experience com-
paratively high levels of mass political violence, there seems to be truth inMa-
chiavelli’s dictum that a leader should either embrace or crush his opposition.”
This thesis underwrote Colin Powell’s influential doctrine of decisive force
(Daalder and O’Hanlon 1999, 133). And a similar view is often advanced in
domestic debates regarding the handling of urban uprisings (e.g., Miller 2015).
Political opportunity thesis.—The political opportunity thesis, the idea

that structural political context in a given period and place fundamentally
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enables or constrains mobilization by a group, revolutionized the study of
social movements in the 1980s and 1990s (Bloom 2015; Buechler 2016;
Staggenborg 2016). Socialmovement scholars developed the political oppor-
tunity thesis as the cornerstone of a broader political process theory. As part
of a broader political process approach to analyzing mobilization, the polit-
ical opportunity thesis has sensitized countless scholars to the importance of
political context (see Meyer [2004] and Bloom [2015] for surveys).

A key facet of the political opportunity thesis concerns repressive effects
on mobilization. Instead of the intensity of repression, the classical political
opportunity thesis attributes variation in the effects of repressive action on
insurgency to temporal variations in the political opportunity of the social
group repressed.2 McAdam explains that expanding political opportunity
“for the aggrieved population raises significantly the costs of repressing in-
surgent action. Unlike before, when the powerless status of the excluded
group meant that it could be repressed with relative impunity, now the in-
creased political leverage exercised by the insurgent group renders it a more
formidable opponent. Repression of the group involves a greater risk of po-
litical reprisals than before” and thus “serves to encourage collective action”
(McAdam 1982, p. 43).3 McAdam’s foundational analysis of the role of re-
pression in the Black insurgency is discussed below.

Unsettled findings.—The problem is that overall, as various reviewers
have concluded, the results of empirical studies aimed at explaining the ef-
fects of repression on mobilization are “highly inconsistent” (Davenport
2007, p. 8). The inverse-U thesis, political opportunity thesis, and any other
established theories cannot explain the range of available evidence. The
long-standing puzzle of the effect of repression on mobilization has “funda-
mentally unsettled findings” (Earl 2011, p. 267).
Dynamics of Repression and Insurgent Practice

In order to better account for the range of repressive effects, I heed Tilly’s
(2008) call for theory that can accurately generalize causal process across
historical situations while transcending invariant models. I seek to develop
2 My own recent extensions of opportunity theory have sought to transcend invariant
models by centering practice (Bloom 2015).
3 WhileMcAdam’s (1982) foundational formulation, as quoted here and illustrated in the
context of the Black Liberation Struggle below, has been especially influential, it is worth
noting that some scholars have used the political opportunity thesis differently, more like
inverse U. In those applications, greater political opportunity implies lower levels of
repression.
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such theory by building on recent practice-centered scholarship on social
movement dynamics, political process theory, and postclassical theory, to
generalize the dynamics of repression and insurgent practice.
Here and throughout I use the term “insurgent practice” as “cultural rou-

tines: historically particular forms of action and rhetoric that promise tran-
scendence of specified oppressive conditions by challenging an institutional-
ized authority” (Bloom 2015, p. 395).
Many movements develop in terms of the adoption of a coherent set of in-

surgent practices, and what I seek to explain in this study are systematic dif-
ferences in repressive effects on different kinds of insurgent practice. Insur-
gent practices are broader than tactics because they bundle ideational claims
and specific targets, rather thanmodular forms of action alone. For example,
consider the wave of sit-ins that swept the South beginning in Greensboro,
North Carolina, on February 1, 1960. These actions each involved a specific
tactic—namely, nonviolent civil disobedience by occupying a space in viola-
tion of law and custom—rather than other tactics such as public marches
or armed resistance. They also involved a specific target—segregated lunch
counters andpublic places fromwhichBlack peoplewere prohibited—rather
than other targets such as workplaces, police stations, streets, or political of-
fices. They also involved a specific claim—full participation inU.S. citizenship
rights for Black people—rather than Black Power, affirmative action, or
revolution. The rapid spread of the sit-ins over the next few months devel-
oped in terms of this coherent set of insurgent practices. Variation on any of
these three dimensions—such as the call forBlackPower,marches rather than
sitting in, or targeting police stations—would have generated a very different
political dynamic. While there was some experimentation at the margins, it
was a set of insurgent practices consistent in tactic, kind of target, and claim
that spread. It was not just a tactic of sitting in that proliferated. Sit-ins con-
sistently targeted segregated public spaces and made claims for participation
in citizenship rights.
In some historical circumstances, small differences between otherwise sim-

ilar practices—such as a slight variation in framing, or target, or tactic—can
make the difference between whether or not allied support is forthcoming.
Similarly, a slight shift in the political context over time, or across geographic
location, can also make a big difference in the reception of a specific practice.
As Gramsci (1971, pp. 233–39) argued, howmuch a small difference in insur-
gent practice matters depends on the political situation. Where civil society is
strong, small differences in the character of insurgent practices can affect the
response of various third parties, whether broad opposition to repression
is forthcoming, and thus whether repression of such practices leads to
remobilization. For a fuller discussion on distinguishing between insur-
gent practices theoretically and in application, see the discussion and con-
clusions section.
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The participation in insurgent practice I seek to explain here is also differ-
ent than participation in “strategy” in the sense of a deliberate plan of action.
“Strategy” implies an individual or a small group of people consciously con-
structing a plan of action for use in a specific situation. But I am concerned
with how forms of action and rhetoric are repeated and emulated by differ-
ent people over time and space. And I seek to explain the flesh-and-blood ac-
tion itself rather than plans about the action. Insurgent practice can be stud-
ied in data on the occurrence of public events—what insurgents did and said
in public. Conversely, studying strategywould require analyzing data on be-
hind the scenes deliberations.

A burgeoning literature has introduced consideration of what insurgents
do into the study of repression. Taking repression as the dependent variable,
a variety of authors have argued that the character of insurgent action shapes
repressive response by authorities. Earl and others (Earl, Soule, andMcCarthy
2003; Earl and Soule 2006; Ayoub 2010; Chang and Vitale 2013) show that
police are more likely to take repressive action against confrontational and
threatening events. Chang and Vitale (2013) have shown that authoritarian
states seek to repress not only situational threats but also challenges to their
legitimacy.

Taking repression as the explanatory variable, a number of recent case
studies sought to transcend invariant models accounting for historical pro-
cesses in influencing repressive effects. In an interview-based study of Jordan,
Moss (2014) seeks to disaggregate invariant models of repressive effects on
mobilization showing how tactical innovations by insurgents can shape re-
pressive effects. In the case of SouthKorea’s democracymovement, while re-
pression led to a decrease in the number of protests it also led to an increase in
alliance formation between social groups (Chang 2008) and facilitated the de-
velopment of themovement’s organizational and discursive capacity (Chang
and Kim 2007). Closely unpacking a wealth of internal archival data on the
Republic of New Africa, Davenport (2015) illuminates the life course of a
movement organization immersed in a sustained struggle with the state for
survival. He shows that when authorities can convince publics in democra-
cies that overwhelming force is warranted, repression works.

Various recent comparative studies have also challenged invariant mod-
els of repressive effects. In a review piece, Honari (2018) argues that better
accounting for repressive effects will require taking movement agency seri-
ously. Moss (2016) shows how historical differences between Syria and Libya
shaped transnational repressive effects on the Arab Spring. In a nine-country
comparative study, Carey (2006) shows that the character of past actions by
both insurgents and authorities dynamically shapes repressive effects. In a
comparative study of 149 countries, Davenport et al. (2008) show that no sin-
gle invariant model can explain the escalation of insurgency to civil war and
that historical differences inmovement dynamics are important. Zhao’s (2000)
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study comparing the surprisingly traditional rhetoric and rituals of the 1989
Beijing student movement to the less traditional earlier Chinese student
mobilizations demonstrates the nexus ofmacrostructural context and insur-
gent practice powerfully shaping bystander response, and thus the effects of
state repression.
As a whole, these studies recognize that what insurgents do matters and

that their actions can have a tremendous influence on movement trajecto-
ries. Neither authority actions nor political conditions independently deter-
mine mobilization outcomes.
Generalizing the dynamics of practice makes it possible to account for the

effects of repression obscured by the prevailing theories at two levels. First
and most fundamentally, the consideration illuminated by generalizing the
dynamics of practice is that repression is regulatory, sanctioning specific forms
of insurgent practice. I conceptualize political repression as coercive action
taken by authorities and their agents against participants in a specific politi-
cal practice.4 Most obviously, this includes arrests and political violence di-
rected by the state and its agents against such participants. The key distinc-
tion from some common conceptualizations is that here repression targets a
specific practice and implicitly the form of that practice. In other words,
repression targets people with regard to what they do, not solely who they
are.5 Repression, understood in this way, is a practical deterrent. Authorities
usually take repressive action with the intention of stopping participation
in a specific insurgent practice and to deter other potential insurgents from
engaging in that form of practice.
Since authorities target specific forms of insurgent practice for repressive ac-

tion to discourage people from engaging in those forms of practice, accounting
for repressive effects requires some historical knowledge about the relation-
shipbetween thehistorical situationand the specificpractices repressed.The ef-
fects of repression on mobilization depend on the specific practices repressed
and the context in which they are repressed (Opp and Roehl 1990; Almeida
4 Scholars employ, and sometimes debate, the merits of widely divergent conceptualiza-
tions of repression. My aim here is not to resolve such debates. In my view, as Becker
(1998) contends, concepts are empirical generalizations and as such are somewhat arbi-
trary.Many generalizations are possible, andno single conceptualization is inherently best
(Becker 1998). The salience of any conceptualization inheres in descriptive coherence, and
the explanatory power of the theoretical propositions inwhich it is embedded.Many of the
conceptualizations of repression used in different contexts are inappropriate tomypurpos-
es here, and Iwould not expectmy propositions to hold using such conceptualizations. For
the sake of clarity, this conceptual discussion articulatesmy concept of political repression,
that particular category of social life for which I expect my theoretical propositions hold.
5 Thus, in my conception, repression is different from oppression—which may include
various forms of coercive violence or hardship imposed on members of a social group
without regard to their participation in a specific practice.
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2008; Bloom 2015; Bloom and Martin 2016). As Bourdieu argues, the orga-
nizing principles of social life are practical, played out differentially in
different situations, not schematically mapable. Categorical effects diverge
across time and place because the situations in which people apply relatively
consistent principles of practice are different (Bourdieu 1990, esp. pp. 100–
101). Thus in the face of repression, different forms of practice sustain mobi-
lization in different contexts. Aldon Morris recognized this long ago, writing
that movements “will not crystallize” if insurgents have “not developed tac-
tics and strategies that can be effectively used in confrontations with a [spe-
cific] system of domination” (1984, p. 283).

Second, in particular, it is the “politics” of the practice thatmatter. Repres-
sion is not simply a generic interaction between amonolithic state and an un-
differentiated set of individuals. As Gramsci (1971) theorized, insurgencies
disrupt unstable political equilibria, forcing influential political actors to
take repressive action and/or make concessions in an effort to preserve their
more fundamental interests. Repressive action is not the natural, or unilat-
eral, expression of monolithic ruling interests. Rather it is part of an ongoing
contest over the shape of the future between interests differentially institu-
tionalized in past struggle. “The life of the State is conceived of as a contin-
uous process of formation and superseding of unstable equilibria” (Gramsci
1971, p. 182). Weberian institutional statists have shown this broadly holds.
While states participate in “rulemaking, backed up by some organized phys-
ical force” exercised over a territory, a state is not homogeneous, but rather
a historically constituted and “differentiated set of institutions” (Mann 1993,
55). Rather than unitary and systemic, states are messy, and contradictory,
embodying the outcomes of past struggles. Not only do states maintain and
police historically specific social relations, but different sets of political actors
support distinct standards of legitimacy (Gramsci 1971, pt. 2; Mann 1993,
chap. 3).

Because the state is composed of and influenced by different and often com-
peting constituencies (see Gramsci 1971, “war of position”), repressive action
by authorities is contested. Constituencies whose interests are affected in dif-
ferent ways by the same repressive action will respond differently to that re-
pressive action. Thus the cleavages betweenpolitical constituencies shape the
effects of repression. In some situations, repressive action by authorities will
face resistance from broad constituencies, bolstering insurgents’ causes. Al-
lied interventions can counteract authorities’ use of coercive power. As I
found in an earlier case study (Bloom 2015, p. 396), “Allies drawn to support
an insurgency [can] resist repression of the insurgent movement by the tar-
geted authorities, making it easier for insurgents to sustain their challenge.”
To encouragemobilization in the face of repression, the oppositionmust have
bearing on how authorities wield coercive force or must bring other coercive
or countervailing forces to bear on the situation.
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Repression of insurgent mobilization forces diverse political actors to
take sides—either explicitly, or implicitly through their silence. Because
states regulate practices, all political actors are forced to choose whether
to accept repression of a specific insurgent practice, or whether to intervene,
bolstering the insurgency. In a second case study (Bloom andMartin 2016,
p. 397), I found that “the level of repression [does] not independently affect
the level of mobilization in a consistent way. . . . Instead, the level of repres-
sion interact[s] with the political reception of insurgent practices to affect
the level of mobilization.” The key question is not whether various political
actors support the claims of insurgents in the abstract, but whether—given
insurgents’ practical actions—these actors will oppose repression of a spe-
cific set of insurgent practices.
Thus the repressive effects on participation in an insurgent practice can

be diagramed as shown in figure 1. Insurgents are able to defy the de-escalatory
capacity of repressive action—illustrated by the dashed arrow from repres-
sion to insurgent practice—by developing insurgent practices that draw al-
lied support in the face of repression. My core proposition is that when in-
surgent practices draw broad opposition to repression, then repressive
action by authorities increases mobilization. This proposition is illustrated
by the interaction effect from opposition to repression, reversing repressive
effects in figure 1.
HYPOTHETICAL EFFECTS OF REPRESSION ON BLACK
INSURGENT PRACTICE

The Black insurgency in the United States that peaked in the 1960s was the
forging ground for classical movement theory. It provides a strategic test for
assessing the importance of practice in determining the effects of repression
on mobilization.
FIG. 1.—Repressive effects on participation in an insurgent practice
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Inverse U

The inverse-U thesis proposes that the effects of repression by authorities on
subsequent mobilization depend on the intensity of repression. If this is
true, the pattern should certainly hold for repression applied to members
of the same social group under a given regime. Thus, there is reason to be-
lieve that in the restricted scope of Black insurgent mobilization in the post-
war United States, similarly intense repression should have similar effects
on subsequent remobilization regardless of the practice repressed. In partic-
ular, the inverse-U thesis suggests that while moderate levels of repression
can be escalatory, high levels of repression deter mobilization, leading to the
first hypothesis:
HYPOTHESIS 1.—High levels of repression of Black mobilization de-
crease the likelihood of subsequent remobilization (implied by inverse-U
thesis).
Political Opportunity

Classic political process theory, developed largely in the study of Black in-
surgency, sought to go beyond simple reductionist models to account for his-
torical context and political process. Its core political opportunity thesis pro-
posed that the effects of repression on subsequent mobilization vary over
timewith the opportunity for the social group repressed. In his foundational
book on the Civil Rights movement, Doug McAdam shows that the ability
of civil rights activists to draw allied intervention against repression in the
early 1960s was crucial to the development of themovement (1982, pp. 174–
79). McAdam 1982, p. 174) describes what he calls the “critical dynamic” of
the Civil Rights movement: “Lacking sufficient power to defeat the suprem-
acists in a local confrontation, insurgents sought to broaden the conflict by
inducing their opponents to [acts of repression] to the point where suppor-
tive federal intervention was required.” In the lunch counter sit-ins, the free-
dom rides, municipal integration campaigns,marches, andvoter registration
drives in the South during the early 1960s, insurgents peaceably violated seg-
regationist law and de facto Black disenfranchisement and were brutally re-
pressed by localWhite authorities and vigilantes. This repression threatened
Black institutions such as the church and embarrassed the federal govern-
ment as it attempted to assert moral leadership in a decolonizing world.

McAdam (1982, p. 73). explains the escalating effect of repressive action
against Black mobilization with reference to a conducive structure of polit-
ical opportunity for Black people at that time. From the classic political op-
portunity perspective, expanding opportunity for Black people in the early
1960s enabled widespread mobilization in the face of repression. Account-
ing for context effects in this classic manner leads to the second hypothesis:
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HYPOTHESIS 2.—Repression of Black mobilization increases the likeli-
hood of subsequent remobilization during the period of expanding political
opportunity for Black people (implied by political opportunity thesis; con-
trary to inverse-U thesis).
Insurgent Practice

I believe McAdam’s historical insights into these processes of civil rights
mobilization were largely correct. And political process theory inspired a
generation of nuanced empirical research on social movements. But as sci-
ence progresses, it reveals the limitations of earlier models. It appears that
full theorization of McAdam’s historical insight was constrained by the in-
variant structural assumption of the classical political opportunity thesis.
The assumption was that mobilization could be explained with reference to
structural variables concerning Blacks as a group. Can the capacity to ac-
count for the range of empirical evidence concerning political process—and
repressive effects in particular—be expanded by reconsidering these structur-
alist assumptions, and centering practice?
Twenty-first-century historians have recognized a variety of movements

that make up the overall Black Liberation Struggle in the postwar years
(Kelley 2002; Joseph 2006; Theoharis and Woodard 2016). While sharing
the aspiration for freedom, in different waves of mobilization, different
groups of Black insurgents made different claims, employed different tac-
tics, and targeted different institutions. So if repressive effects on mobiliza-
tion depend on the practices repressed, it would be reasonable to expect dif-
ferent repressive effects for different forms of Black insurgent practice,
during the same period and under the same regime. Two of the most widely
employed forms of insurgent practice in the Black Liberation Struggle were
civil rights practice and violent urban rebellion. Did repression of these
different forms of Black insurgent practice have different effects on subse-
quent remobilization?6
6 McAdam (1983) prefigures an argument something like this. But without the benefit of
the subsequent generation of empirical work, and informed by structuralist assumptions
about context effects, he proposed that it is the novelty of tactical innovations that gen-
erates new escalations of insurgency, rather than any specific match between the practice
and the political context. This led to the assumption that such innovations become re-
pressible as the novelty wears off (McAdam 1983). But from the insurgent practice view,
so long as the political conditions under which specific practices draw broad support per-
sist, I propose they will continue to generate mobilization in the face of insurgency. I ar-
gue that rather than the novelty of effective tactics wearing off, concessions outmoded
particular forms of insurgent practice—such as the integration of lunch counters and in-
terstate busing and Black access to the ballot—bringing the efficacy of specific forms of
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Civil Rights movement.—Civil rights insurgent practices consisted of non-
violent defiance of Jim Crow coupled with claims for Black participation in
citizenship rights. Evenwhere they entail similar tactics, civil rights practices
can be distinguished from other kinds of nonviolent practices. For example,
Black nonviolent workplace actions, such as strikes demanding collective
representation of Black workers or improvement to wages and working con-
ditions, are not civil rights actions as they entail different targets and claims.

The repression civil rights insurgents faced at the hands of local authorities
and White mobs drew other actors into the fray—including more moderate
Blacks, non-Black supporters, and the federal government. This dynamic
was crucial to the success of the sit-ins, the FreedomRides, FreedomSummer,
the community campaigns, and the voting rights campaigns and was widely
recognized bymovement leaders.For example,MartinLutherKing Jr. explic-
itly identified this dynamic in his discussion of the Selma campaign of 1965:

The goal of the demonstrations in Selma, as elsewhere, is to dramatize the
existence of injustice and to bring about the presence of justice by methods
of nonviolence. Long years of experience indicate to us that Negroes can
achieve this goal when four things occur:

1. Nonviolent demonstrators go into the streets to exercise their constitu-
tional rights.

2. Racists resist by unleashing violence against them.
3. Americans of conscience in the name of decency demand federal inter-

vention and legislation.
4. The administration, under mass pressure, initiates measures of imme-

diate intervention and remedial legislation.7 (King 1965a, p. 17)

This kind of resistance to Jim Crow had not always been viable. For ex-
ample, in Elaine, Arkansas, in 1919when, in response to a Black organizing
drive, local authorities, with the support of federal troops, massacred hun-
dreds of Black men, women, and children and arrested hundreds more to
send a message that Black resistance toWhite authority would not be toler-
ated. But by 1960, the political dynamic had changed. Black churches, col-
leges, and other organizations had developed considerable social and
political strength (Morris 1984). The decline of the cotton economy, and
7 King expressed similar ideas on many occasions in many different ways (see, e.g., King
1963a; 1963b, p. 27; 1967, p. 185).

civil rights practice to an end. Interestingly, much of the historical evidence provided in
McAdam’s original 1983 article appears to support my position. I systematically test hy-
potheses concerning the end of the Civil Rightsmovement drawn from these propositions
below.
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the broader agricultural and industrial transformation of the South, had re-
moved much of the economic impetus for Jim Crow (Piven and Cloward
1979). The United States’ entrance into the ColdWar and competition with
the Soviets for the allegiance of newly independent former coloniesmade the
formal caste subordination of Black people in the United States a serious
foreign policy problem (Dudziak 2011). Earlier Black movements had com-
pelled the federal government to break the post-Reconstruction accord and
advocate for civil rights (Bloom 2015). Increasingly, broadBlack, liberal, and
federal opposition could be expected to repression of civil rights practice.
In addition to anecdotal evidence, quotes from activists, and secondary

analyses, it is worth considering public opinion data concerning repression
of different kinds of Black insurgent practice to set up hypotheses for quan-
titative testing.8 By the 1960s, public opinion polls indeed revealed broad
public opposition to repressive action against nonviolent civil rights activ-
ism. For example, in the voting rights conflict in Selma, Alabama, respondents
in a representative national poll sided with protesters against local authorities
who repressed them by a ratio of more than two to one. Black respondents al-
most universally sided with the protesters.9 Following the Birmingham cam-
paign, President Kennedy was inundated with letters protesting repression,
such as one from a Black mother with a news photo clipping of a police dog
attacking a protester, and the handwritten notation “who gave this state po-
liceman the right to turn a killer-trained dog on humans?”10 When the Ken-
nedy administration sentU.S.marshals to intervene against repression of the
Freedom Riders, national public opinion supported this action more than
five to one.11
8 Public opinion did not itself constitute the broad opposition that I theorize affects the
outcome of repression. Instead it served as a proxy, indicative of whether the kind of op-
position that could effectively challenge repressive action was likely forthcoming in re-
sponse to various events on the ground. For a fuller discussion of this logic of inquiry
and the application of theory to distinguish meaningfully between insurgent practices
in different cases, see the discussion and conclusions section.
9 “In the recent showdown in Selma, Alabama, over Negro voting rights, have you tended
to side more with the civil rights groups or more with the State of Alabama?” (May 17,
1965): 48% favored demonstrators compared to 21%who favored Alabama; 95% of Black
respondents favored demonstrators vs. 0% who favored Alabama (Harris Survey, May
1965, via Pew).
10 JFK Library, document JFKMPFPOF-0201-003-p01. https://jfklibrary.tumblr.com
/post/164711822171/public-opinion-in-the-jfk-library-archives-civil.
11 “Do you think President Kennedy did the right thing or thewrong thing in sendingU.S.
marshals to Montgomery, Alabama [to protect Freedom Riders against repressive action
by White mobs and local authorities]?” Seventy percent of people polled said Kennedy
did the right thing compared to only 13%who thought he did the wrong thing (American
Institute of Public Opinion [AIPO] June 21, 1961; Erskine 1962, p. 145). Broad opposition
to repression of civil rights insurgent practices and support for federal intervention
should not be confused with public support for the insurgent practices themselves, which
is different. For example, a much smaller proportion supported the insurgent actions the
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Given broad opposition, sometimes prompting federal intervention, from
the vantage of insurgent practice theory, it is reasonable to expect that re-
pressive action against civil rights practices in this period would fail to deter
potential insurgents, contributing to escalatingmobilization.McAdam (1982)
considers many aspects of this historical dynamic, and my argument here
builds upon and is similar to the political opportunity perspective with an
important exception. McAdam and political opportunity theory suggest that
these historical dynamics provided an opportunity for Black mobilization
generally. I argue, instead, rather than being conducive to all forms of Black
insurgent practice, that these historical developments specifically made civil
rights insurgent practices difficult to repress.

For example, consider the Freedom Rides of 1961. Drawing lessons from
the 1960 sit-ins, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) organized theFree-
domRideswith the intention to provoke arrests by local authorities. The reg-
ulation of interstate busing was the purview of the federal government, and
in 1960, following cumulative grassroots and legal challenges to Jim Crow,
the Supreme Court had ruled against segregation in interstate bus termi-
nals.12 Yet throughout the Deep South, formal segregation remained both le-
gal and customary. The Kennedy administration claimed to support civil
rights butwas reluctant to challenge the JimCrow racial policies of Southern
Democrats, who were an important part of the administration’s national
Democratic Party coalition.

CORE decided to force the issue by defying Jim Crow in interstate bus-
ing where the federal government had a clear legal mandate to intervene.
Specifically, FreedomRiders bodily integrated interstate busses and facilities
at the bus terminals serving them, calling for enforcement of the federal law.
James Farmer, national director of CORE explained: “Our intention was to
provoke the Southern authorities into arresting us and thereby prod the Jus-
tice Department into enforcing the law of the land. We started the Freedom
Rides with thirteen people. But after one bus was burned in Anniston, Ala-
bama, and the riders on another were beaten and abused, we were deluged
with letters and telegrams frompeople all over the country, volunteering their
bodies for the FreedomRides” (Farmer 1965, p. 69). Defiance of JimCrow led
to repressive action by local authorities, which in turn drew allied support to
the movement from not only local Black organizations, and liberals, but also
forced the federal government to intervene. Seeing all this third-party support
for the Freedom Riders in the face of repression encouraged potential
12 Boynton v. Virginia, 364 U.S. 454 (1960).

Freedom Riders were taking. “Do you approve or disapprove of what the ‘FreedomRid-
ers’ are doing?” Sixty-four percent disapproved, while only 24% approved (AIPO June 21,
1961; Erskine 1962, p. 145).
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insurgents, and hundreds of people from all over the country joined the Free-
dom Rides, participating in this novel form of insurgent practice, often at
great personal risk.
Following the Freedom Rides, some savvy authorities came to under-

stand this dynamic and sought to avoid telegenic repression of protesters.
Notably Sheriff LauriePritchett ofAlbany,Georgia, responded to theAlbany
desegregation campaign with cordial mass arrests. Pritchett imposed high
costs on insurgents, jailing 500 by December of 1961, while avoiding imag-
ery of brutal repression that might drive allied support. The Albany move-
ment was never able to build momentum and soon unraveled (Carson 1995;
Branch 2007). But ultimately polite repression could not stop the Civil
Rights movement. Maintaining Jim Crow inherently required systematic
repression. Movement leaders responded by crafting more targeted cam-
paigns (King 1965b) and picking fights where the repressive regime institu-
tionalized tomaintain caste subordinationwasmore flagrant, such as inBir-
mingham (King 1965a see above). Ultimately, to stop the movement, Jim
Crow was dismantled.
Civil rights–type practices were not effective for challenging all forms

of Black subordination in this period. Just Jim Crow. For example, during
the height of the Civil Rights movement CORE invested considerable re-
sources and placed some of their most effective organizers into a campaign
to integrate employment at Woolworth stores in the North, using similar
tactics to the sit-ins. But with no formal racial exclusion to defy, it was hard
to get much leverage. Shutting down stores and demanding jobs, many peo-
ple saw the activists as aggressors. After CORE invested more than a year
and lots of scarce resources into the campaign, Woolworth’s hired a single
Black person, claiming they had integrated employment. CORE gave up
the campaign (Meier and Rudwick 1973).
As Morris (1993, p. 631) shows in the case of Birmingham, the key to the

efficacy of civil rights practice to challenge Jim Crow was its capacity to
create “social disorder, not violence.” While the brutality of the repression
against civil rights activists drew broad attention,Morris demonstrates that
more fundamental was the capacity of the Birmingham campaign to dis-
rupt business as usual. This was not a dynamic driven by third parties or
violence. Civil rights activists drove the process by disrupting the JimCrow
status quo in a manner that forced third parties to take a stand. Third-party
support allowed insurgents to continue disrupting the status quo in the face
of repression. This dynamic depends on opposition to repression of the spe-
cific practice repressed.
Violent urban rebellions.—Contrary to the classical political opportunity

thesis, from a practice-centered perspective, the civil rights dynamicwas spe-
cific to the repression of civil rights practice and not applicable to other forms
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of Black insurgency. According to the insurgent practice theory of repressive
effects elaborated above, disruptive insurgent practices force social actors to
take a position. The crux of the matter is opposition to repression of specific
insurgent practices. If repressive actions by authorities are broadly viewed as
justified, repressive action meets little resistance, and authorities succeed in
de-escalating the insurgency.

Beyond civil rights action, another major category of Black insurgent
practice prevalent during the Civil Rights era was violent urban rebellion—
also referred to as riots. Violent urban rebellions targeted stores and some-
times infrastructure in Black neighborhoods for looting and property de-
struction. And they targeted police and other public officials with thrown
objects, such as bottles and rocks, and occasionally sniping. Rather than
sporadic instances of violence in otherwise nonviolent protests, violent ur-
ban rebellions consist of relatively continuous violent action. And in con-
trast to civil rights claims, the ideational claims articulated by Black violent
urban rebels during this period usually responded to specific instances of
racist action by authorities, especially police violence, and sometimes con-
cerned Black Power.

In the 1960s United States, Black violent urban rebellions were widely
unpopular among the general public. In a representative national poll fol-
lowing major violent rebellions in Newark and Detroit in 1967, two-thirds
of respondents believed that people who threw firebombs during riots
should be shot in the street. Eighty-six percent of respondents said they felt
that the recent “race riots” had “hurt . . . the cause of civil rights for Ne-
groes.” Only 4% saw the “riots” as helping the cause (Erskine 1967).

Thus, centering the question of the form of practice repressed, it is reason-
able to expect that intense repression of Black violent urban rebellions
would generally de-escalate the insurgency. This expectation was implied
by the National Commission on the Causes of the Prevention of Violence,
created by President Johnson in response to the urban rebellions following
the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968: “When group vio-
lence occurs, it must be put down by . . . the use of whatever force may be
required.”13 The working assumption implied is that if sufficiently forceful,
repression will succeed in quelling violent Black urban rebellion.

Anecdotally, this assumption often appears correct. For example, follow-
ing a rally in the Dixie Hill neighborhood of Atlanta, Georgia, on June 19,
1967, inwhich Stokely Carmichael called for “revolution,” a crowd of young
Black people stormed a shopping center, smashing windows. Rebels threw
rocks andMolotov cocktails at police, and police reported sniper fire aswell.
13 National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence, 1969, To Establish
Justice, to Insure Domestic Tranquility, excerpted in Platt (1971, p. 433).
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Local authorities responded with firm repression. The mayor imposed a
9 p.m. curfew enforced by a heavy police presence. Police arrested about
a dozen rebels and shot two Black people. As expected for this type of insur-
gent action, most Atlantans, including many Black residents of Dixie Hill,
supported authorities and opposed the rebellion. Seven hundred Black res-
idents of Dixie Hill signed petitions, asking Carmichael to leave. The insur-
gency quickly abated.14

This is not to suggest that repression quells all forms of violent insurgent
practice. As discussed above, in some times and places repression has failed
to quell violent insurgency. This was also true for specific forms of violent
Black insurgent practice in the United States such as revolutionary national-
ist mobilization by the Black Panther Party in the late 1960s. During this pe-
riod, repression did not work to quell the armed politics of the Black Panther
Party. Themore repressive action the state took against Black Panthers from
1967 to 1969, themore allied support the party garnered, and participation in
Black Panther practices expanded (Bloom and Martin 2016; see app. E for
preliminary quantitative assessment). Rather than suggesting a similar effect
of repression on all forms of violent action, insurgent practice theory gives
reason to expect that intense repression would work specifically to quell vio-
lent Black urban rebellions in the United States during this period.
Thus, by centering practice to explain political process, insurgent prac-

tice theory attempts to extend the insights of political process theory tomore
fully account for repressive effects. This leads to differential expectations
regarding violent urban rebellion and the Civil Rights movement, and
my third hypothesis:

HYPOTHESIS 3.—Intense repression decreases likelihood of remobilization

for violent urban rebellions but increases likelihood of remobilization for
civil rights insurgent practices (implied by insurgent practice theory; con-
trary to elements of both the inverse-U and political opportunity theses).
Decline of the Civil Rights movement.—Extending process theory in this

way to account for practice also contradicts standard accounts of the role of
repression in the decline of the Civil Rights movement. A long-standing
puzzle in scholarship on the Civil Rights movement concerns explaining
the movement’s demise in the late 1960s. As Charles Payne argues, civil
rights activists “still had a clear agenda of things they wanted changed” in
14 Walter Rugaber, “Atlanta Negroes Bid Outsiders Leave,” New York Times, June 22,
1967, p. 24; “Chaos Follows Atlanta Shooting,” Chicago Daily Defender, June 20,
1967; “Snipers Shoot at Police in Atlanta Riots,” Chicago Tribune, June 20, 1967; Jack
Nelson, “Curfew Eased in Negro Area of Atlanta,” Los Angeles Times, June 22, 1967,
p. 19; National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders,U.S. Riot Commission Report,
March 1968, pp. 52–56.
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the late 1960s (1995, p. 361). Yet despite the unparalleled success of the Civil
Rightsmovement at dismantling JimCrow and transforming racial relations
in the United States in the early 1960s, Black insurgents largely abandoned
civil rights practices in the late 1960s. Why? In particular, how may repres-
sive dynamics have contributed to the decline of Black nonviolence?

The political opportunity thesis suggests an obvious answer: political op-
portunities for Black people contracted, making the movement repressible.
Structural changes during this period led to “weakening the movement by
redefining the political significance of Blacks in such away as to afford them
less leverage with which to press their demands” (McAdam 1982, p. 192).
Thus for the period of contracting opportunities from the late 1960s on, the
expectations of inverse-U and political opportunity theories align—intense
repression should reduce the likelihood of remobilization.
HYPOTHESIS 4a.—Intense repression of Black mobilization decreases the
likelihood of subsequent remobilization from the late 1960s on (implied by
both the political opportunity and inverse-U theses).

If hypothesis 4a is true, it raises serious problems for insurgent practice
theory. As theCivil Rightsmovementwon significant gains through the early
1960s, it also gained broader support. Studies show that public support for
various forms of Black civil rights increased over these years (Schwartz
1967). From a practice-centered perspective, there is little reason to suspect
that civil rights practices would have become more susceptible to repression
in the late 1960s.
HYPOTHESIS 4b.—Intense repression of civil rights action continues to in-
crease the likelihood of remobilization from the late 1960s on (implied by
insurgent practice theory; contrary to both the political opportunity and
inverse-U theses).

A different explanation of the role of repression in the decline of the Civil
Rights movement in the late 1960s—compatible with insurgent practice the-
ory—has been suggested (Robnett 2002;Bloom2014;BloomandMartin 2016)
but never subjected to systematic tests. From this perspective, civil rights
action was specifically effective at challenging Jim Crow, largely through
defiance of formal segregation. In the post-1960s political context, repres-
sion of civil rights activists was powerfully resisted by Black organizations,
liberals, and the federal government, leading to escalating mobilization. As
the Civil Rights movement proceeded, White supremacist local authorities
and their allies came to recognize that defending Jim Crow against civil
rights insurgency was a losing battle, and they gradually stopped taking re-
pressive action against civil rights practices. AsWhite supremacists stopped
defending Jim Crow, the rate of repression of civil rights practice declined.
Over time, there were fewer formally segregated institutions for insurgents
to defy. As formally segregated institutional targets became increasingly
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scarce, in turn, civil rights practices lost their efficacy, and civil rights mobi-
lization declined.15

While the Civil Rights movement won the battle against Jim Crow, the
war against racism was far from over. White supremacists turned to largely
informal means of defending and advancing White privilege. Antiracist ac-
tivists sought to continue the movement. But civil rights practices never
worked to challenge other forms of oppression such as poverty or police bru-
tality. Civil rights–type tactics and claims, without formally segregated tar-
gets to defy, did not generate the same political dynamic.
Observable implications of this hypothetical practice-centered explanation

of the role of repression in the arc of theCivil Rightsmovement are graphically
depicted in figure 2. First, we should see a rapid rise in the level of civil rights
mobilization tightly correlated with a rise in the level of repression of civil
rights activists. Next, as legal segregation and de facto disenfranchisement
are abolished,White supremacist local authorities and their allies stop defend-
ing JimCrow, andwe should see a quick falling off in the rate of repression of
FIG. 2.—Hypothetical graph of mobilization versus level of repression in the Civil
ights movement.
15 This substantive argument about the decline of the Civil Rights movement is based on
the insurgent practice theory about how repressive effects onmobilization are moderated
by thematch between practice repressed and historical context. From the insurgent prac-
tice theory perspective, “Insurgents garner influence by developing practices that lever-
age institutional cleavages. . . . When insurgents advance a practice that challenges the
authority on one side of an institutionalized conflict while drawing allied support from
the other side, they seize the opportunity provided by that cleavage to garner influence
and following.” Such allied support can help insurgents resist repression, and thus con-
tribute to mobilization (Bloom 2015, p. 396). In the Civil Rights movement, by nonvio-
lently defying legal and customary Jim Crow and making claims for participation in cit-
izenship rights, civil rights insurgents leveraged an institutionalized cleavage between
local authorities intent on preserving Jim Crow on the one hand and, on the other hand,
Black organizations, liberals, and the federal government who by 1960 had all vocally
opposed Jim Crow. Bodily defying formal segregation, civil rights practices were thus
uniquely suited to challenge Jim Crow from 1960 onward. Repression of civil rights activ-
ists forced purported allies to take a stand.Repressionof otherBlack insurgent practices did
not entail the same political dynamics.
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civil rights insurgents. As the rate of repression of civil rights practice drops,
the level of mobilization should at first persist as people hope to continue the
earlier efficacy of the civil rights insurgency. But eventually, mobilization
rateswill fall off as JimCrow targets become scarce and it becomes clear that
civil rights practices have lost their leverage and efficacy generally.

These observable implications lead to my final hypothesis:

HYPOTHESIS 5.—Declining levels of repression of civil rights action pre-

cede the decline of civil rights insurgency (implied by insurgent practice the-
ory; contrary to all theories that suggest repression caused the decline of the
Civil Rights movement).
RESEARCH DESIGN

Training Data and Out-of-Sample Data

Data for my analysis are based on observations of Black insurgent events in
the United States over a 40-year period. I test final models using the data set
Dynamics of Collective Action, 1960–95, compiled under the direction of
DougMcAdam, JohnMcCarthy, SusanOlzak, and Sarah Soule. These data
include a catalog of 23,616 protest events in the United States. For events to
be included in the data set, they had to fit three basic criteria: (1) more than
one person must have participated in the event; (2) participants must have
articulated a claim, such as a grievance; (3) the event must have occurred
in public. I included in the analysis the 4,717 protest events explicitly iden-
tified as initiated by Black people.

These datawere collected in aNational Science Foundation–funded two-
stage process. The first stage consisted of identifying protest events. This
was accomplished by a close reading of every article published in the New
York Times over the period and including every protest event discussed.This
method captured many small events and events embedded in articles pri-
marily concerned with other issues, yielding a much more comprehensive
set of events than index searches. The second stage consisted of project per-
sonnel coding events for variables of interest. Intercoder reliability mea-
sured above 90%. Analysis of event catalogs constructed from newspaper
data is a staple of social movement analysis (Davenport, Soule, and Arm-
strong 2011, p. 157). This specific data set has been employed in a variety
of influential studies (including McAdam and Su 2002; Earl et al. 2003;
Van Dyke, Soule, and Taylor 2004; McCarthy and McPhail 2006; Walker
et al. 2008; Davenport et al. 2011; Wang and Soule 2012).16

While newspaper-based data in general, and this data set in specific,
have vastly expanded the range of social movement studies possible,
16 The data, and a fuller description of collection techniques, are available at http://www
.dynamicsofcollectiveaction.com.
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newspaper-based data are not without their limitations. First, news cover-
age can introduce description bias. Newspaper reporters and editors have
their own social perspective that shapes how events are described. Despite
description bias, newspaper data are generally consistent in their capture of
“hard” facts (Earl et al. 2004; Davenport 2010). Second, newspaper cover-
age contains selection bias (McCarthy, McPhail, and Smith 1996; Barranco
andWisler 1999; Oliver andMyers 1999; Oliver andManey 2000; Earl et al.
2004; Myers and Caniglia 2004). In particular, news has been shown to be
biased toward the coverage of intense and violent events (Barranco and
Wisler 1999;Myers andCaniglia 2004), police involvement (Oliver andManey
2000), and events that address issues of current media interest (McCarthy
et al. 1996). News selection bias makes it challenging to draw accurate infer-
ences about patterns in the real world because patterns in the data may be
artifacts of editorial selection (Barranco and Wisler 1999).
The current study controls for news selection bias by comparing the ef-

fects of repression on different kinds of movement events that have already
been reported. Assuming newspaper selection bias affects which kind of
events are included in the data set, it should do so regardless of the indepen-
dent variable’s effect on subsequent events. For example, if news selection
bias toward violent events leads to inclusion of a greater proportion of vio-
lent urban rebellion events in the data set, this should be true independent of
repressive effects. The news selection bias literature provides no reason to
expect that repressive action against violent events should decrease news
coverage of subsequent violent events. In fact, the inverse may be true.
Despite these controls, newspapers do not cover all events, and editorial

selection introduces systematic bias in ways that are impossible to account
for. Readers should be aware that data on some coherent subset of move-
ment events not included in this data set might display different tendencies
than those found in the events covered here.
Before looking at the test data, I conducted the preliminary tests and

trained my final models on a similar but distinct data set, Ethnic Collective
Action in Contemporary Urban U.S. 1954–92. (See app. C on use of out-of-
sample testing to rigorously assess the explanatory power of theory and pre-
vent model overfitting.) The training data are also based on observations of
collective action events as reported in the New York Times. It differs from
the Dynamics of Collective Action data in a variety of ways, including the
years covered, data collection based on indexes, the criteria for event inclu-
sion and variable coding, the personnel who conducted the actual coding,
and most importantly, the number of events included in the catalog.17
17 The test data are not purely out of sample in the sense that despite different coders and
somewhat distinct procedures, there is undoubtedly some overlap in the events covered
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I trained my models using a subset of the Ethnic Collective Action data set
composed of the 1,572 events explicitly identified as initiated by Black
people.18
Method of Analysis

The logic of inquiry is to interpret the historical situation I am analyzing us-
ing secondary sources and some polling data, to apply the theory, and then
to assess observable implications of this application—specifically assessing
the hypothesized effects of repression on subsequent remobilization.19 To
assess the effects of repression on subsequent remobilization, and control
for temporal clustering, I used a basic logistic hazardmodel. The unit of anal-
ysis is the city-day.My core empirical question is how likely is amobilization
event in a specific city given an earlier mobilization in that same city? My
dependent variable thus measures whether or not there was a mobilization
event in a given city on a given day following a previous mobilization event,
coded 1 if there was a mobilization event on that given city-day and coded 0
if there was not.

I code civil rights–type protests to include all rallies, pickets, boycotts,
and disruption of normal scheduled activities in protest that are initiated
by Black people making racial justice claims and that involved no violence
or threat of violence by protesters.20 I code violent urban rebellion events
18 These data, and a fuller description of collection techniques, are available at http://data
.stanford.edu/urban_ECA.
19 See the discussion and conclusions section for a discussion of this logic of inquiry and
the application of theory to distinguish meaningfully between insurgent practices in dif-
ferent cases.
20 grp1551& thrt550 & (evnform552 F evnform55 3 F evnform55 4 F evnform55
6 F evnform 55 9).

in the two data sets. That said, the test data set includes many more observations of re-
peat civil rights action in the South—688 observations vs. 150 observations. So even if
every one of the training events were included in the test data, at the very minimum,
78% of the repeat events in the test data are not counted in the training data. The purpose
of out-of-sample testing is to avoid model overfitting and to prevent modeling sample
noise and ensure that the model actually reflects fundamental relationships in the data.
See app. C. For these practical purposes, the extent of the test data relative to the training
sample ensures that the test data function as out of sample. Any quirks in the training
data that might have been accidentally seized upon through model overfitting would
be greatly diluted once the models were applied to the much more extensive test data.
No such dilution of findings occurs in this out-of-sample test. Instead, applying models
calibrated on the training data, sight unseen, to the test data yielded stronger, more sig-
nificant results. That tells us definitively that the findings are not the result of post hoc
model calibration ormodel overfitting but instead reflectmore fundamental relationships
between variables in the data set.
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to include hostile crowd actions, spontaneous disruptions, and attacks on
property initiated by Black people and involving the use of violence.21

Racial claimswere usually implied, although not always explicitly articulated.
The variable I use to control for clustering is time from the earlier mobi-

lization measured in days. That is, for a given city the day after an initial
mobilization event, the time variable is coded 1. Two days after the initial mo-
bilization event, the time variable is coded 2. Three days after the initial
mobilization event, the time variable is coded 3, and so on. After too long
a period, considering a subsequent event to be meaningfully related to a
priormobilization in the same city introduces noise andweakens all models.
I consider movement memory to be five weeks, or 35 days.22

Themainmeasure of repression I used is arrests.23Workingwith the train-
ing data, I tested variousways ofmodeling arrest effects as discussed in detail
below. Further, much of the repressive action against Black civil rights in-
surgents consisted of violent attacks byWhite mobs (McAdam 1982; Morris
21 grp1551 & thrt>0 & thrt!5. & (evnform551 F evnform 55 5 F evnform 55 7 F
evnform 55 8).
22 One question is how long thememory of pastmobilization dynamics should be expected
to significantly influence potential subsequent mobilization. If insurgents in a given city
mobilize again in that same city the day after an initial event, it is reasonable to assume
that they may know about and be influenced by memory of the earlier mobilization and
any repressive action taken. But if the next mobilization in that city occurs more than
10 years later, it may not be reasonable to assume that insurgents are reacting to repres-
sion—or lack of repression—of the initial event. To handle this question, I sought to cal-
ibrate my time variable empirically. I ranmymodels using awide variety of ranges for the
time variable, from two days to 10 years (i.e., 3,650 days) to unlimited (i.e., asmany days as
it took to run through the data set). The results of the models were similar for all time pe-
riod calibrations. But the very longmemorymodels added noise, and the very short mem-
ory models cut off salient data, and so both yielded less statistically significant results. The
most statistically significant calibrations used time period calibrations of about five weeks.
So I used five weeks, or 35 days, for mymodels. These empirical indications are consistent
with the findings of others. For example, in her influential study of the effects of repression
on protest over time, Rasler (1996) found that repressive action by authorities had the
greatest quelling effect on protest within the first 40 days, so she used a six-week period
in her models, very similar to my empirically derived cut point.
23 I used arrests to measure repression because arrests provided the cleanest, most parsimo-
nious,measure available. Theoretically, arrests of protesters represent a systematic effort to
regulate insurgent activity. Arrests not only interfere with an instance of insurgent action
but act as a deterrent for future action and sometimes prevent insurgents fromparticipating
in future action (if they are in jail). Conversely, as Earl and Soule (2010) show, police pres-
ence is often ambiguous as different kinds of police action have different implications and,
in some instances, police can even come to protect protesters. Further, with police violence
it can be hard to distinguish between the rogue violence of individual officers vs. concerted
regulatory violence—which hold different theoretical implications viz expected third-party
response. Empirically, measures such as police use of force yielded similar effects as arrests
but were not as statistically significant across categories of practice.
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1984; Payne 1995). I capture this formof repressionwith a variable forWhite
mob violence coded 1 if White mobs violently attacked Blacks in the city
following the initial Black mobilization and 0 otherwise. To avoid over-
fitting, I favored parsimony rather than arbitrarily introducing supplemen-
tal variables.

To estimate the model coefficients, I used a binomial logistic regression
model where a and bk are coefficients analogous to ordinary least squares
regression coefficients for explanatory variables Xk and the outcome vari-
able is the natural log of the expected odds of a remobilization at time t
and city i:

ln
pti

1 2 pti

� �
5 a 1o

k

1

bkXk: (1)

For a robustness check, I also tried estimatingmodel coefficients usingKing
and Zeng’s (2001) rare-events logistic regression. The results were almost
identical in all cases with slightly improved statistical significance for sev-
eral coefficients. While rare-event logistic regression is sometimes used for
similar models (e.g., Andrews and Biggs 2006), I report the more conserva-
tive standard logistic regression consistent with common current practice
(e.g., Biggs and Andrews 2015; Munsch 2015).24 For ease of interpretation,
I converted the resulting coefficients from log odds to standard odds for
reporting in the tables below.

To test the hypotheses concerning various forms of insurgent mobiliza-
tion, I begin by separating the data sets by form of practice and running sim-
ilar models for each form. Then I turn to detailed modeling of arrest effects
in the Civil Rights movement. Next, to assess hypotheses concerning the de-
cline of the Civil Rights movement, I explore period effects and graphic
analysis. Finally, I run final models on out-of-sample data.
FINDINGS

Preliminary Differences

To begin analyzing repressive effects on Black mobilization, I ran a basic
model on three different sets of events: all Blackmobilization; violent urban
rebellions; and civil rights–type protest. The model assesses the hazard of
24 Since I amusing panel data withmultiple observations per city, I also tried introducing
a random disturbance term to the models (see Munsch 2015) to assess the importance of
panel-level variance. I estimated these models with the xtlogit procedure in Stata, which
uses adaptive Gauss-Hermite quadrature to calculate model coefficients. The resulting
model estimations were not statistically distinguishable from the standard logistic regres-
sion models (q ≈ 0).
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subsequent remobilization in a given city-day following an earlier mobiliza-
tion in that same city. For this preliminary test, to assess the effects of in-
tense repression, I calculated the ratio of insurgents arrested and used “high
arrests,” a dummy variable set to 1 for top quintile arrest ratios, as my main
independent variable. Figure 3 depicts the results for the analysis of all
Black mobilization events.
In figure 3, the y-axis represents the probability of remobilization in a city

on a given day, ranging from 0 to just over .04. The x-axis represents days
since the last mobilization in that city. Two lines are graphed. The first, in-
dicated by a gray dashed line, represents the odds of remobilization if there
were moderate or no arrests in the city previously. The second, indicated by
a thick black line, shows a high ratio of previous arrests relative to the total
number of insurgents mobilizing. What is striking about this graph is that
the arc of the two lines appear basically indistinguishable.When considered
as a whole, Black mobilization does not seem responsive to high levels of re-
pression. The likelihood of remobilization appears similar whether or not
previous insurgents are heavily repressed.
The numerical results are reported in table 1. Column 1 reports the re-

sults for the aggregate set of all Black mobilization events. This includes
36,137 panelized observations of city-days following a total of 1,572 aggregate
Black mobilization events. The effect of a high level of arrests previously in a
given city for all Black mobilization events when aggregated has an indeter-
minate effect. Themodel coefficient for the variable is close to 1, and the result
FIG. 3.—Probability of repeated black mobilization
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is not statistically significant (P5 .899). I cannot reject the null hypothesis that
high levels of repression have no effect on subsequent mobilization.

Next, I used the same model but applied it only to violent urban rebel-
lions. Figure 4 depicts the results for the analysis of urban rebellion events.
Here the overall rate of remobilization is lower. What is striking about this
graph is that the arc of the two lines are easily distinguishable. Urban rebel-
lions appear quite responsive to high levels of repression. The likelihood of
remobilization appears much lower when insurgents are heavily repressed.
Column 2 of table 1 reports results for urban rebellion events only. This in-
cludes 15,742 panelized observations of city-days following a total of
540 mobilization events. The analysis shows that, controlling for time since
the last mobilization in that city, remobilization is about half as likely (b 5
0.507) following high arrests, compared with periods following moderate
or no arrests. The result is statistically significant (P 5 .014), so I reject the
null hypothesis that high levels of repression have no effect on subsequent
remobilization.

Now for preliminary comparison, I used the same model but applied it
only to civil rights–type protest events. Figure 5 depicts the results. Here
the overall rate of remobilization is a bit higher. Again, the arcs of the
two lines are easily distinguishable, but the relationship is reversed. Civil
TABLE 1
Odds of Repeat Black Mobilization Disaggregated

ALL VIOLENT URBAN REBELLION CIVIL RIGHTS–TYPE PROTEST

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .925*** .948*** .951*** .951*** .938*** .941*** .941***
High arrests . . . . . . . . 1.013 .507** .500** .495** 1.535*** 1.652*** 1.711***
Large? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .590* .593* 1.202 1.186
Long? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.083 1.079 1.066 1.054
Formal

organization?. . . . . . 2.121*** 2.237*** 1.518*** 1.471***
Police weapons

attack?. . . . . . . . . . . 1.419 1.468 1.938*** 1.937***
Regional fixed

effects?. . . . . . . . . . . No No No Yes No No Yes
Likelihood ratio v2 . . . 299 40 57 58 137 174 171
P > v2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
N (city-days at risk). . . . 36,137 15,742 15,742 15,742 22,928 22,928 22,928
NOTE.—TheN for all mobilization events is lower than the sum of theN’s for violent urban
rebellion and civil rights–type protest even though violent urban rebellion and civil rights–type
protest are mutually exclusive sets of events. This is because urban rebellion and protest occa-
sionally occur in the same city at similar times, so some city-days are at risk for remobilization
of both types.

* P ≤ .05 (two-tailed).
** P ≤ .01.
*** P ≤ .001.
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rights–type protest also appears quite responsive to high levels of repression,
but the likelihood of remobilization is higher when civil rights–type protest-
ers are heavily repressed. Column 5 of table 1, provides the statistics. This
analysis includes 22,928 panelized observations of city-days following a total
of 913 protest events. The analysis shows that, controlling for time since the
last mobilization in that city, civil rights remobilization is about 50% more
FIG. 4.—Probability of repeated violent urban rebellion
FIG. 5.—Probability of repeated civil rights–type protest
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likely (b 5 1.535) following high arrests, compared with periods following
moderate or no arrests. The result is statistically significant (P 5 .001), so I
reject the null hypothesis that high levels of repression have no effect on sub-
sequent remobilization.25

For all three sets of observations, there is strong, statistically significant
clustering. The coefficients for the times variables in the range of 0.925 to
0.948 for the three models mean that remobilization is more likely soon after
an earlier mobilization in a given city. For each subsequent day following
a Black mobilization event in a given city, a remobilization becomes ap-
proximately 6% or 7% less likely. By the time five weeks (35 days) have
passed, the odds of remobilization are approaching zero for all three sets of
observations.26

Before proceeding, I conducted a variety of robustness checks on these
basic models, reported in table 1, columns 3 and 6. Control variables indicate
whether preceding events are large (50 or more people attended) and longer
than average, whether a formal organization helped initiate the event, and
whether police used weapons against civilians. These controls do not sub-
stantively affect either the strength or the statistical significance of the effect
of high levels of arrest on subsequent remobilization for either violent urban
rebellion or civil rights–type protest.27 Further, I fitted a regional fixed effects
25 These differences are not attributable to differences between the cities in which the dif-
ferent types of practice occurred. There is too much geographic overlap. Of the 22,928 city-
days at risk of remobilization of civil rights–type protest, a full 20,864—more than 90%—

occur in cities that also experienced violent urban rebellion. Controlling for these categorical
differences has little effect on the hazards. To assess, I generated a dummy variable from
the violent urban rebellion data, coding the dummyvariable 1 for every city inwhich there
was a violent urban rebellion event and 0 otherwise. I then reran the original analysis of
the civil rights–type protest hazards reported in table 1 but included this dummy. For the
original analysis as reported in table 1 without the control, the coefficient for high arrests
was 1.535, significant at theP ≤ .001 level. Adding the control yielded a coefficient for high
arrests of 1.549, also significant at the P ≤ .001 level. Conversely, I generated a dummy
variable from the civil rights–type protests data, coding the dummy variable as 1 for every
city in which there was a civil rights–type protests event and 0 otherwise. I then reran the
original analysis of the violent urban rebellion hazards reported in table 1 but included this
dummy. For the original analysis as reported in table 1 without the control, the coefficient
for high arrests was 0.507, significant at the P ≤ .01 level. Adding the control yielded a co-
efficient for high arrests of 0.499, also significant at the P ≤ .01 level.
26 The mean ratio of arrests for civil rights–type protests, 0.11, is roughly comparable to
that for violent urban rebellions, 0.13. Historically, this makes sense because nonviolent
civil disobedience defying JimCrowwas illegal, and intentionally so. Think of the sit-ins.
In many such events, nearly all the nonviolent protesters were arrested.
27 While these controls do not alter the basic analysis, a couple of implications are inter-
esting in their own right and worth mentioning. First, it is notable that when a formal
organization initiated the preliminary event, remobilization was more likely, controlling
for other factors. This finding held across both violent urban rebellion and civil rights–
type protest and was somewhat stronger in the rare cases that formal organizations were
involved in initiating violent urban rebellion. This finding suggests that the insurgent
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model, reported in table 1, columns 4 and 7. For both violent urban rebellion
and civil rights–type protest, the impact of the regional control was negligible
as well.28

Taken as a whole, these preliminary findings challenge hypotheses 1 and
2 and support hypothesis 3. While high levels of repression did decrease the
likelihood of remobilization for violent urban rebellions, consistent with
inverse-U thesis and hypothesis 1, the findings for Black insurgency overall
were indeterminate. Contrary to inverse-U thesis and hypothesis 1, for civil
rights–type protests, remobilization was significantly more likely following
intense repression.
Similarly, the findings show the limits of classic political opportunity the-

sis and hypothesis 2. Structural opportunities for Black people as a group
over the same time period cannot account for the divergent repressive ef-
fects across different forms of insurgent practice. Overall, these preliminary
findings are consistent with hypothesis 3. Insurgent practice theory is better
able to account for the range of variation.
The Southern Civil Rights Movement

The preliminary findings above are consistentwith the idea that the effects of
repressive action on mobilization depend on the form of insurgent practice
repressed. But a fuller test requires disaggregation. The remainder of this ar-
ticle will further unpack the dynamics of repression and insurgent practice in
the Southern Civil Rights movement.29 Different kinds of insurgent practice
28 The regional group dummy used for the fixed effects model indicated whether an event
was held in the South, or not. Violent urban rebellion:N5 15,742; frequency yes5 4,903;
frequency no 5 10,839. Civil rights–type protest: N 5 22,928; frequency yes 5 10,888;
frequency no 5 12,040.
29 This exploration required analyzing specifically civil rights actions. As no explicit coding
for the Southern Civil Rights movement was provided in the data set, I employed the fol-
lowing criteria, available in the data set: (1)Was the event explicitly initiated byBlack peo-
ple or their allies in the interests of Black people? (2)Was it a protest event as opposed to an
ethnic conflict, that is, was action taken “on behalf of [Black people], expressing grievances
related to discrimination or racial policy” instead of constituting a confrontation “between
two or more ethnic populations” (Olzak andWest 2007)? I specifically exclude riots, ethnic
vandalism, and nonprotest ethnic conflicts that occur inworkplaces. (3)Was the event non-
violent? (4) Did the event occur in the South? Like Olzak andWest (2007), I follow the U.S.
CensusBureau and include as the South the 123 Southern standardmetropolitan statistical
areas located in Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia, Georgia, Florida,

mobilization effects of repression might be separate and distinguishable from the devel-
opmental mobilization effects of initiatives sustained by existing organizations. This pos-
sibility warrants rigorous investigation beyond the scope of the current article. Second, it
is notable that controlling for high levels of arrest, police weapon attacks on civilians had
no statistically significant effect on remobilization following violent urban rebellion but a
strong positive effect on remobilization following civil rights–type protest. This finding is
consistent with insurgent practice theory.
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are repressed differently in different places. To capture the best measure of
repression specifically for civil rights mobilization in the South, I assess good-
ness of fit formodels using four differentmeasures of arrests:first, the dummy
variable for high arrests used previously; second, a continuous variable for
the ratio of arrests to participants in the previous mobilization; third, the
squared polynomial for that ratio of arrests; and fourth, a dummy variable
coded 1 if any of the recent participants were arrested and 0 if none were ar-
rested. BecauseWhite mob violence constituted an important form of repres-
sion against civil rights insurgency (McAdam 1982; Morris 1984; Payne
1995), I add a dummyvariable to themodels indicatingwhether or notWhite
violentmobs attackedBlack people in the city at risk following the initial civil
rights mobilization and prior to the day analyzed.

All fourmodels assess the risk of one of the 150 civil rights remobilizations
occurring in the 11,001 city-days at risk within 35 days following an earlier
civil rights mobilization in a given city. The results are reported in table 2.

White mob violence is a strong positive predictor of remobilization with
similar variable coefficients across the four models (ranging from 1.876 to
1.962), all statistically significant at the P ≤ .01 level. With White mob vio-
lence included, the four measures for arrests also all positively predict civil
rights remobilization, but at different strengths and levels of significance.
Model 1 reports the results for the analysis using the same dummy variable
for high arrests used in the preliminary analyses. The coefficient is similar to
the coefficient for the same variable in the model analyzing all civil rights–
type mobilization in table 1 (b 5 1.463 compared to b 5 1.535). This coef-
ficient suggests that, controlling for temporal clustering and White mob vi-
olence, subsequent civil rights remobilization is almost half again as likely
on a given city-day if there was a high level of arrests in the earlier mobili-
zation. The coefficient is significant (P 5 .05).

Model 2 reports the results for the analysis using the continuous variable
for arrest ratio with 1 meaning all civil rights insurgents in the early action
were arrested, 0 indicating that nonewere, and numbers in between indicat-
ing the proportion of insurgents arrested. The variable coefficient here is
similar, but a bit stronger: b 5 2.042 (P 5 .008). This coefficient suggests
that generally the higher portion of civil rights insurgents arrested in an ear-
lier mobilization, the more likely a subsequent remobilization. Controlling
for temporal clustering andWhite mob violence, subsequent civil rights re-
mobilization is more than twice as likely on a given city-day if all insurgents
were arrested in an earlier event compared with if none were.
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Texas, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. While other definitions are possible, the
merits of any potential revision are debatable.
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Table 2, model 3 reports the results for the analysis again using the con-
tinuous variable for arrest ratio but adding a polynomial term for the arrest
ratio squared. This allows testing of a potential nonmonotonic relationship
between arrests and subsequent remobilization (as suggested by inverse-U
thesis). The variable coefficient for arrest ratio here is similar, but not sta-
tistically significant (b5 1.764,P5 .577). The variable coefficient for arrest
ratio squared is still positive, but closer to identity, and not statistically sig-
nificant (b 5 1.184, P 5 .881). Since both coefficients are positive, and not
statistically significant, I cannot reject the null hypothesis that the relation-
ship between the intensity of arrests and subsequent remobilization is
monotonic.30

Model 4 reports the results for the analysis using the dummy variable re-
cording whether or not any of the recent participants in civil rights insur-
gency in a given city were arrested. Again, the variable coefficient here is
similar, but even stronger: b 5 1.851 (P 5 .000). This coefficient suggests
that, controlling for temporal clustering and White mob violence, if civil
rights insurgents were arrested in an earlier mobilization, the odds of a sub-
sequent remobilization within 35 days increase more than 85%.

Taken as a whole, the models lead me to reject hypothesis 1 derived from
inverse-U thesis: for nonviolent Black civil rights mobilization, high levels
of repression do not decrease the likelihood of subsequent remobilization.
This finding appears robust across measures of repression. The coefficients
for the differentmeasures of arrests, and forWhitemob violence, are all fairly
similar and positive across models. Further, in all four models, higher levels
of repression correspond to higher odds of subsequent remobilization in a
given city. For all four models, when civil rights insurgents face both arrests
and White mob violence, the likelihood of remobilization exceeds the like-
lihood of remobilization following one form of repression alone.

I selectmodel 4 asmy finalmodel for further testing.While the fourmodels
are similar, model 4 appears to better capture repressive effects on subse-
quent civil rights mobilization. While the coefficients for time and White
mob violence variables are significant at similar levels across the fourmodels,
the variable for arrests is most significant inmodel 4. Similarly, the likelihood
ratio chi-square statistic is highest for model 4. For an additional assessment
of goodness of fit across the four models, I calculated the area under the re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for each model. The ROC statis-
tic measures each model’s ability to predict whether or not a given city will
30 The statistically significant coefficient for arrest ratio in model 2 is consistent with a
potentiallymonotonic relationship. I also tried using an ordered categorical variable for ar-
rest ratio quintile. Still controlling forWhitemob violence and temporal clustering as in the
other models, this also showed a positive and statistically significant effect with b5 1.129
(per quintile) and P5 .009. Those results are also consistent with a positive monotonic ef-
fect of the intensity of arrests on remobilization.
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experience a subsequent remobilization on a specified day,31 and it ranges
from .5 (no predictive power) to 1 (perfect prediction). Model 4’s ROC statis-
tics are slightly higher than the other three models’.
Before proceeding, I conducted a variety of robustness checks on the se-

lected model. Model 4 is robust across controls. Model 5 in table 2 displays
control variables indicating whether events are large (50 or more people at-
tended), whether events are longer than average, whether a formal organi-
zation helped initiate the event, and whether police used weapons against
civilians. The coefficients for these controls are not statistically significant
and do not substantively alter the analysis.
To assess hypotheses 4a and 4b and whether repression continued to in-

crease the odds of subsequent remobilization following the decline in the
level of repression of civil rights insurgency from 1965 onward, I used a
dummy variable for time period. This variable is coded 1 for events that oc-
curred between 1965 and 1992 and 0 for earlier events. Table 2, model 6,
reports the results of this period variable alone in predicting remobilization.
The civil rights insurgency was more active in the earlier period, so it is
unsurprising that the earlier period corresponds to a greater likelihood of
remobilization. Specifically, remobilizationwas about half as likely in the later
period: b 5 0.510 (P 5 .000). Model 7 adds the period control to model 4.
Coefficients for both arrests (b 5 1.650) and White mob violence (b 5
1.165) remain strongly positive and largely unchanged when controlling
for period. In other words, controlling for White mob violence, civil rights
remobilization is 65% more likely following arrests. And controlling for ar-
rests, civil rights remobilization 65% more likely following mob violence.
Here the arrests variable coefficient is significant at the P ≤ .01 level, and
the coefficients for the mob and period variables are significant at the P ≤
.05 level.
To specifically check repressive effects during the later period, I also ap-

plied model 4 to a subset of the data from 1965–92 as reported in table 2.
The findings support the interpretation of results from model 7 that repres-
sion continues to increase the likelihood of remobilization with the qualifi-
cation that the number of remobilizations in the training data for this later
period is small—only 41 remobilizations, only two of which follow White
mob violence. The coefficient for arrests is significant (P 5 .002), and the
coefficient for White mob violence is not significant (P 5 .105).
Together, these findings provisionally suggest that—controlling for period

effects—intense repression involving both arrests and White mob violence
compounds the likelihood of remobilization. Contrary to hypothesis 4a
and the expectations of both the inverse-U and political opportunity theses,
31 Or more accurately “retrodict,” since the events already occurred when the analysis
was conducted and the models were built analyzing these data.
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but consistent with hypothesis 4b and insurgent practice theory—the likeli-
hood of civil rights remobilization increases in the face of intense repression
regardless of the period.
Graphic Analysis

Before moving on to the out-of-sample tests, I conduct a graphic analysis of
the hypothetical relationship betweenmobilization and repression presented
in figure 2 above. To create an appropriate scale for graphing, I use effects
proportional scaling (Treiman and Terrell 1975; Ross and Mirowsky 1979),
regressing the total number of protestors per year on the number arrested,
and the number of White violent events, for the key period of mobilization,
1954–64.32 I then graph the entire period 1954–92 using this scale. The results
are reported in figure 6.

In various regards, the similarity between the hypothesized relationship in
figure 2 and the results in figure 6 are striking. Levels of repression quickly
increase through the late 1950s and early 1960s in tandem with the level of
mobilization. Then, as legal segregation is dismantled nationally starting in
earnest in 1964, the rate of repression quickly declines. For several years,
through the mid-1960s, the level of civil rights mobilization persists as activ-
ists continue employing practices similar to those that had proven so effec-
tive in the early 1960s. But then, following the rate of repression with a
lag, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the rate of civil rights action declines
precipitously.

Several unexpected differences are also worth noting. First, the rate of re-
pression swells much more quickly in the late 1950s than the rate of mobi-
lization, and it takes themovement until about 1959 to catch up. It turns out
that most of the repression of civil rights activists in the late 1950s consisted
of White mob violence, with relatively few arrests. It was only as the move-
ment and its visibility grew, into the 1960s, that White mob violence was
curbed, and arrests became the main means for repressing civil rights activ-
ists. This is an interesting preliminary historical finding that has not yet
been discussed in the literature to my knowledge and is worth further inves-
tigation. Second, the rate of repression of civil rights activists does not de-
cline as quickly as expected after 1964. Full decline takes about three years
instead of one. And similarly, the decline of themovement itself takes longer
than expected, settling down in about 1972 instead of 1968.33
32 Specifically the coefficients are 10.6 for arrests, 486 for White violent mobs, and a con-
stant term of –3,462. As negative estimates of the annual level of arrests and White mob
violence are not meaningful, estimates are truncated at zero.
33 It is also interesting that the graph shows a couple brief periods of remobilization clus-
tered around 1980 and 1989, although these are not accompanied by significant levels of
repression.
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A tabulation of the rate of arrests of participants in the Southern Civil
Rights movement by period supports the assessment that the level of repres-
sion of civil rights practice declines. Over the period 1954–64, that is, roughly
from the beginning of the SouthernCivil Rights movement through the pas-
sage of the Civil Rights Act, civil rights insurgents face a high level of
arrests, 61 per 1,000 participants. In the period of transition, covering the
sweeping abolition of legal segregation and the decline of the Civil Rights
movement, the rate of arrests decreases appreciably, to 34 arrests per
1,000 participants. In the period after, from 1972 to 1992 when the data
set coverage ends, participants in civil rights–type practices face little re-
pression with only one arrest per 1,000 participants.
Both the graphic analysis infigure 6 and the declining arrest ratios support

hypothesis 5. Declining levels of repression preceded the decline of civil
rights mobilization. Conversely, these findings appear to contradict all the-
ories that suggest repression caused the decline of the Civil Rights move-
ment, including the expectation, based on classical political opportunity the-
sis, that Black insurgency abated in the late 1960s because of the closure of
political opportunity for Blacks and the associated increase in the intensity of
repression (see, e.g., McAdam 1983, pp. 751–52). The findings here confirm
empirical expectations of the practice-centered hypothetical explanation of
the demise of the Civil Rightsmovement. As the Civil Rightsmovement suc-
ceeded, Jim Crow was dismantled, and local authorities gradually stopped
trying to protect formal segregation. The rate of repression of civil rights in-
surgent practices declined, appropriate targets for civil rights action became
FIG. 6.—Mobilization vs. level of repression
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increasingly scarce, and civil rights practices no longer provided an effective
means of challenging persistent forms of racism (Bloom 2014; Bloom and
Martin 2016; see also Robnett 2002). If this hypothetical explanation of the
decline of the Civil Rights movement is correct, it explains why the rate of
repression of civil rights action first declined and then was followed by the
declining rate of mobilization.

Out-of-Sample Test

Finally, I apply my final models, models 4 and 7, to the holdout data set
without adjustment. The results are reported in table 3. The analysis for
model 4 covers 23,176 city-days at risk for remobilization within 35 days af-
ter an earlier mobilization in a given city. Six hundred eighty-eight remobi-
lization events occur within these city-days, and it is those remobilizations
themodel seeks to explain. The control variable shows significant clustering
of subsequent remobilizations close to the earlier event, decreasing more
than 17% for each day following an earlier mobilization (P 5 .000).

The odds of subsequent remobilization for civil rights action increase
more than 85% when earlier civil rights insurgents are arrested (P 5 .000),
controlling for White mob violence. The odds of subsequent remobilization
also increase more than 85% following violent White mob attacks (P 5
.000), controlling for arrests. These findings support the core hypotheses de-
rived from insurgent practice theory. The odds of subsequent remobiliza-
tion of civil rights insurgent practice were higher following repression. It
was especially likely following intense repression including both arrests
andWhite mob violence. Results from the out-of-sample test provide assur-
ance that the findings reflect real relationships in the data and are not an ar-
tifact of model overfitting (see app. C).
TABLE 3
Out-of-sample Test using Final Models

(4) (7) 1965–92

Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .826*** .826*** .830***
Arrests? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.874*** 1.668*** 1.479**
White mob violence . . . . . 1.873*** 1.961*** 3.721***
1965–92? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .661***
Likelihood ratio v2(3) . . . . 1,233 1,257 529
P > v2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0000 .0000 .0000
ROC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .85 .86 .86
No. of repeat events . . . . . 688 688 264
N (city-days at risk) . . . . . 23,176 23,176 12,580
* P ≤ .05 (two-tailed).
** P ≤ .01.
*** P ≤ .001.
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Applying model 7 to the out-of-sample data provides a stronger assessment
of hypotheses 4a and 4b. Here, with more than four times as many repeat
events (688), all of the model coefficients are significant at the P5 .000 level,
and substantively, the results aremuch the same.Controlling for period effects
(remobilization is only 66% as likely in the later period), both arrests (b 5
1.668) and White mob violence (b 5 1.961) strongly predict remobilization.
Further, restricting analysis to data from the later period confirms that repres-
sion continues to strongly predict remobilization in the years after the civil
rights heyday.Applyingmodel 4 to the data fromonly the 1965–92period sup-
ports the assessment that both arrests and White mob violence continue to
predict mobilization in this later period. Controlling for temporal clustering
and arrests, the effect of White mob violence in this period is similar to the ef-
fect for the overall period, but stronger: b5 3.721 (P5 .000). Controlling for
temporal clustering and White mob violence, the effect of arrests in this later
period also appears similar to the effect for the overall period, but weaker: b5
1.479 (P 5 .005).
Taken together, these findings provide strong support for hypothesis 4b

and leadme to reject hypothesis 4a.Demobilization of theCivil Rightsmove-
ment cannot be explained by the renewed efficacy of repression.While overall
levels of repression decline in the late 1960s and beyond, specific incidents of
repression—and especially intense repression combining both arrests and
Whitemob violence—continue to strongly correlatewith remobilization. This
finding supports the interpretation—drawn from insurgent practice theory—
that Black insurgents turned away from civil rights practices not out of fear of
repression but because Jim Crow targets became scarce and civil rights insur-
gent practices were no longer providing the leverage they once did.
These findings from analysis of the out-of-sample data are graphed in fig-

ure 7. Overall, because the out-of-sample data set is larger and containsmany
more events, the probability of remobilization is higher here than in the test
data. The effects of repression on remobilization are quite stark here, with a
low rate of remobilization for civil rights events that are not repressed and a
much higher rate for events that are heavily repressed—withboth arrests and
White mob violence. The line for arrests andWhite mob violence in the later
period—1965–92—is even higher, illustrating that intense repression contin-
ues to predict remobilization after the heyday of the Civil Rights movement.
Taken as a whole, this diagram illustrates the limits of both inverse-U the-

sis and political opportunity thesis and supports the expectations of practice-
centered theory. Contrary to inverse U and hypothesis 1, for civil rights
action, intense repression appears to increase the likelihood of remobilization.
Contrary to political opportunity accounts and hypothesis 4a, this remobili-
zation effect appears to continue well past the heyday of the Civil Rights
movement and the purported closure of political opportunity for Black peo-
ple. Conversely, the graph is consistent with insurgent practice theory and
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hypotheses 3 and 4b. Intense repression of civil rights action corresponds
with increased likelihood of remobilization, even after the heyday of the Civil
Rights movement.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the findings challenge the inverse-U thesis. And while in some cir-
cumstances the expectations of the political opportunity thesis hold, in
others they don’t. The effort to reconsider repressive effects with reference
to practice enable a better accounting for the range of empirical evidence.
All the findings are consistent with the empirical implications of insurgent
practice theory.

High levels of repression of Black urban rebellions decreased the likeli-
hood of remobilization. But under the same postwar U.S. regime, intense re-
pression of different forms of Black insurgent action had different effects.
Contrary to the inverse-U thesis (Gurr 1968, 1969;Muller 1985) and hypoth-
esis 1, hazard analysis including out-of-sample testing of final models showed
that high levels of repression of civil rights practices increased the likelihood
of remobilization. These findings support the generality of Morris’s (1993)
conclusions beyond Birmingham. Sustained mobilization depended on the
capacity of insurgents’ practices to generate a social crisis in a way that was
FIG. 7.—Out-of-sample test. All lines are based on out-of-sample data. The lines for
“Arrests and White Mob Violence” and for “No Repression” are both calculated from
model 4 as reported in table 3. The line for the period effect, “Arrests andWhite Mob Vi-
olence 1965–92,” is calculated from model 4 applied to the 1965–92 period as reported in
table 3. For confidence intervals, see figs. C1 and C2.
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difficult to repress. Third-party support was contingent on what the insur-
gents did. And the violent brutality of repression was not independently de-
terminant. While the analysis above shows that violent repression did have
an escalatory effect on civil rights mobilization, even controlling for mob vi-
olence, arrests did as well. The crux of the escalation process was the form of
insurgent practice, not the violence of repressive response.
The political opportunity thesis (Tilly 1978;McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1994)

and hypothesis 2 correctly expected repression of civil rights practices to be
escalatory. But from the classic political opportunity perspective, it is hard to
explain why other forms of mobilization by Black insurgents were vulner-
able to repression during the sameperiod of “expanding political opportunity”
for Blacks. Further challenging the expectations of the classic political oppor-
tunity thesis, period tests showed that the escalatory effects of repression on
civil rights practice increased after the heyday of the Civil Rights movement
following the purported contraction of political opportunity for Black people.
Remobilization of civil rights action is even more likely following intense
repression in the 1965–92 period. These findings—also confirmed by out-of-
sample tests—are consistent with hypotheses 3 and 4b and the empirical ex-
pectations of insurgent practice theory.
If repression never worked to quell civil rights insurgent practice, this

poses a puzzle about why Black insurgents largely abandoned civil rights
practices and turned toward other forms of resistance following the great
successes of the Civil Rights movement in the early 1960s. Consistent with
insurgent practice theory, one explanation previously suggested (Robnett
2002; Bloom 2014; BloomandMartin 2016) is that as JimCrowwas disman-
tled, there were fewer targets where civil rights practices could be effectively
applied. Implications of this perspective are depicted in the hypothetical
graph in figure 2 and articulated in hypothesis 5. Results of tabular and
graphic analyses are consistent with these empirical expectations, with some
important historical qualifications (and discoveries) regarding the exact tim-
ing of these changes and shifting balances in the character of repression.
Implications for Theories of Repressive Effects

The inverse-U thesis sought to generalize repressive effects on mobilization
with regard to the intensity of repressive action (Gurr 1968, 1969; Muller
1985). But the effects of similar intensities of repression cannot be general-
ized. As shown above, the effects of repression on mobilization depend not
only on the intensity of repression but can vary by the practice repressed given
similar intensities of repression, even within the same historical context.
Political process theory took a more context-specific approach. The core

political opportunity thesis sought to generalize the structural conditions fa-
vorable to members of a social group under which repressive action against
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them would backfire and enable insurgent mobilization (McAdam 1982,
esp. pp. 43, 174–79). But while this approach accounted for some effects,
the effects of such conditions cannot be consistently generalized. As shown
above, repressive effects can vary by the practice repressed even for mem-
bers of the same group within the same structural situation. Structural con-
ditions do not independently determine the effects of repression on mobili-
zation by members of a social group.

Repression does not have similar effects in all situations—or even the
same situation—because what insurgents do matters. Just because we call
“repression” by the same name, there is no reason to assume similar effects
on different practices. As a range of recent studies have shown, mobilization
dynamics depend on the efficacy of specific practices in a given political con-
text (e.g., Amenta 2006; Evans and Kay 2008; Taylor et al. 2009; Jansen
2011, 2016, 2017; Bloom 2015; Bloom and Martin 2016; Gastón 2017; Kay
and Evans 2018), and similar mobilization repertoires yield divergent out-
comes in different situations (Bernstein 1997; A. Martin 2008; Walker
et al. 2008; I.Martin 2010;McCammon2012;Wang and Soule 2016). A range
of recent studies of repression have begun to account for movement practices
(Earl, Soule, and McCarthy 2003; Carey 2006; Earl and Soule 2006; Chang
and Kim 2007; Davenport et al. 2008; Ayoub 2010; Chang and Vitale 2013;
Moss 2014, 2016; Davenport 2015; Honari 2018).

Building on this scholarship, this study finds that in the postwar Black
Liberation Struggle, repressive effects varied significantly by practice re-
pressed even for similar intensities of repression against members of the
same social group under the same regime during the same historical period.
Conceptualizing repression as targeting a specific form of political practice
made it possible to account for these divergent effects.

First, the effects of repression on mobilization depend on the practice re-
pressed and the specific context in which it is repressed, as found above and
in several previous studies (Opp andRoehl 1990;Almeida 2008; Bloom2015;
Bloom and Martin 2016). Viewing repression as regulatory makes sense of
why. Authorities take repressive action to sanction the use of specific prac-
tices in a given historical situation. Both the motivations and effects of social
action follow a practical and situational logic rather than a categorical one
(Bourdieu 1990). Contrary to any invariant or categorical model, explaining
repressive effects requires historically specific knowledge about the practice
repressed and the context in which it was repressed.

Second, beyond any ideographic analysis, it is the “politics” of the practice
that matter, and the politics of the practice matter in generalizable ways.
Competing constituencies comprising or influencing the state have distinct
institutionalized interests in the practices sanctioned by regulatory repres-
sive action (Gramsci 1971; Mann 1993). Repressive action forces competing
constituencies to take a stand on the practices they sanction, either explicitly
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or implicitly through their silence. It is this political reception of repressive
action of a historically specific insurgent practice that determines the effects
of that repression on subsequentmobilization. I believe that is generally true—
across time and place.
The range of empirical findings here all support the proposition, devel-

oped in two earlier qualitative case studies (Bloom 2015; and Bloom and
Martin 2016), that in a given historical context—when a specific form of in-
surgent practice garners broad opposition to repressive action—repression
will increase the likelihood of mobilization. The current study is the first
large-N test of this proposition.
It is important to note that while this study seeks to improve upon clas-

sical approaches, it owes much to the political process tradition. McAdam
(1982) and Morris (1984) in particular advance complex and multicausal
narratives of the Black insurgency in which repression is only one element;
this study builds upon these narratives fundamentally and at times they an-
ticipate my focus on practice.
Distinguishing between Insurgent Practices in Theory and Application

Howmuch of a difference between insurgent practices makes a difference in
repressive effects? Theoretically, the argument is that states regulate prac-
tice. Insurgent practices that draw broad allied support in opposition to their
repression are hard to repress. Repressive action by authorities against such
insurgent practices tends to lead to further participation. In some historical
circumstances, small differences between otherwise similar practices—such
as a slight variation in framing, or target, or tactic—can make the difference
between whether or not such allied support is forthcoming. For example, in
Birmingham, Alabama, in 1963, in the face of overwhelming repression,
Martin Luther King Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
leaders were struggling to sustain active support for nonviolent protests call-
ing for citizenship rights. But onMay 2, inwhat has come to be known as the
Children’s Crusade, civil rights activists in Birmingham encouraged school-
children towalk out of school and join in nonviolent protest,marching to city
hall to call for citizenship rights. Many did. Local police officers, under the
direction of commissioner of public safety Bull Connor, attacked the chil-
dren with dogs and high-pressure fire hoses. Twelve hundred children were
arrested that day. Images of these events generated widespread outrage,
drawing broad opposition, and proved a key turning point in the develop-
ment of the movement.
Similarly, a slight shift in the political context over time, or across geo-

graphic location, can also make a big difference in the reception of a specific
practice. For example, the first sit-ins of the Civil Rights movement were not
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held on February 1, 1960, in Greensboro, North Carolina. One earlier sit-in,
in nearby Durham, was led by Reverend Douglas Moore on June 23, 1957.
The activists were arrested, and the case was tied up in court. At the time,
North Carolina was not yet ready for such insurgent practices. There was
little vocal opposition to the arrests, and no local remobilizations in the fol-
lowing weeks. It was not until February 1960, when active opposition to the
enforcement of Jim Crow had grown, that the sit-ins became a powerful
practice—hard to repress in many cities and thus widely emulated. It would
still take time before the sit-ins would reachMississippi, where in early 1960,
activists could expect to be killed with impunity for sitting in.

AsGramsci (1971, pp. 233–39) argued, howmuch a small difference in in-
surgent practice matters depends on the political situation. At one extreme,
in some times and places, such asTsarist Russia in 1905, the state is rigid and
isolated and challenges are widely seen as shared by the many opponents of
the state. Such a large range of interests are aligned against state rule that
any challenge garners broad support and the question is just whether or
not the state will stand. But in most situations in the West, “a sturdy struc-
ture of civil society” protects the authority of the state. Insurgent actions
that challenge political authorities are part of what Gramsci called a “war
of position.”Where civil society is strong, small differences in the character
of insurgent practices can affect the response of various third parties,whether
broad opposition to repression is forthcoming, and thuswhether repression of
such practices leads to remobilization.

At the level of application, while small variations in a single dimension of
insurgent practice or small differences in time or place can shape repressive
effects, hazards of remobilization across broad aggregates of practice across
many cities andmany years can also be assessed as they are in this study. This
is possible because—despite vast variations in repressive response to the
range of specific variations in practice, time, and place—there is enough con-
sistency across aggregates that notable categorical differences emerge. This is
the case for civil rights practice and violent urban rebellion in this study.

It should also be noted that while quantitative methods can be used to
analyze these theorized dynamics, the theory is fundamentally historical.
It thereby requires fundamentally historical applications. There are no val-
ues of the variables claim, tactic, and target—or combinations thereof—
that could be expected to respond similarly to repressive action by author-
ities across time and place. Effective insurgent practices cannot be defined,
a priori, such that they could be recognized as such before they are enacted
in a given situation.

Therefore the logic of inquiry in this article is not to establish which insur-
gent practiceswill resist repression across time andplace. That is not possible.
The logic of inquiry is to interpret the historical situation analyzed using sec-
ondary references and some polling data, to apply the theory, and then to
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assess observable implications of this application. To usefully apply the the-
ory in other situations requires a similarly historical logic of application. This
means interpreting a historical situation, identifying an insurgent practice,
and estimating the situational extent of opposition to repression. How can
such an application be assessed? If the theoretical propositions advancedhere
hold, then in any given historical situation, where there is broad opposition to
repression, the identified insurgent practice should be more widely adopted
following intense repressive action taken against it. That is, broader opposi-
tion to the regulatory action of the state ought to encourage more participation
in direct challenge in the form of the identified insurgent practice. If not, then
there is something wrong with the theory or its application.
Limitations

The conclusions I’ve drawn in this article are limited by several aspects of the
study and need to be qualified along three dimensions. First, the data used for
these analyses are far from perfect. The study design sought to manage such
limitations: assessing remobilization rates for actions already covered assured
a fair comparison across types of practice, redressing systematic selection bias
(McCarthy et al. 1996; Oliver and Maney 2000; Earl et al. 2004; Myers and
Caniglia 2004) in the Dynamics of Collective Action or the training data set
that could substantially shape the findings. Nevertheless, newspaper data do
not provide comprehensive empirical coverage, so readers shouldkeep inmind
that it is possible that other kinds of data treating different kinds of events
could reveal different tendencies. Also, while the data set allowed testing key
empirical implications of the theories considered, additional variables—such
as goodmeasures of the JimCrowcharacter of targets, or the level of disruption
generated by specific insurgent actions, or the character of allied response to
specificrepressiveactions34—wouldhaveallowedmoreextensivetesting. Itre-
mains for other studies to collect datameasuring suchvariables in the future.35
34 It would be illuminating to obtain more exact measures of the opposition to repression
relevant to the remobilization events I analyze and to assess precisely additional hypoth-
eses concerning the theorized role of this opposition in the mobilization process. To do so
quantitatively on an event-wise basis across the scope of the Black Liberation Struggle
would require detailed data on the responses of various constituencies—including Black
churches and local political organizations and representatives of the federal government—
to the specific insurgent events and repressive acts included in the event catalog data
analyzed.
35 More extensive and refined data alsowould also allowmore granular disaggregation of
insurgent practices. While it would be valuable to assess variations of repressive effects
across disaggregated forms of Black insurgent practice—such as the sit-ins, the freedom
rides, the voting rights campaigns, the Black Panther Party defense of offices or breakfast
programs, looting vs. burning, etc.—the Dynamics of Collective Action data were not
comprehensive enough at a granular enough level to allow intelligible assessments. Such
analysis remains for future study.
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Second, the study assessed only a few theoretically important causal dy-
namics involved in mobilization and demobilization. Out-of-sample testing
addressed concerns about model overfitting, increasing confidence in the
analysis. But it also required parsimony, limiting the range of processes
studied.

Third and most important, given the limited empirical scope of analysis,
the theoretical implications of the study are necessarily limited. Howwould
the theoretical conclusions hold up under very different conditions? For ex-
ample, none of the events analyzed took place under authoritarian regimes.
And while a few insurgents were killed, in the events studied here, intense
repression did not include mass killings of insurgents. Hypothetically, I sus-
pect that even mass-murdering authoritarian states are susceptible to the
competing interests of varied constituent factions. Thus I would hope that
a theory of insurgent practice—derived in part from Gramsci’s (1971) study
of insurgent dynamics and the “war of position” in the rise of Fascism—can
help illuminate repressive effects under a wide range of conditions. But that
is purely speculative. This study does nothing to test repressive effects be-
yond the scope of postwar the Black Liberation Struggle in the United
States. Future research is needed to see how well these theoretical conclu-
sions hold up for different movements, in other times and places.

In short, for a variety of reasons, the analysis offered in this article should
notbe considered toprovide “definitiveandfinalproof”ofmytheorybutmore
a“proofofconcept”alongthepathtogreaterunderstanding.Frommyperspec-
tive, the ultimate arbiter of scientific rigor is the contribution to real-time pre-
dictive capacity that a theory andmethod of analysis provide. The historicist
logic of inquiry presentedhere fundamentally acknowledges the impossibility
of predicting repressive effects based on a priori categorization of types of
practice or kinds of repression.My hope is that in the long run, this approach
does not diminish, but insteadpromises to increase, the predictive capacity of
the theory. If the argument advanced here is correct, then precise historical
interpretationand instantiation of insurgent practice theory in a givenhistor-
ical situation should enable accurate short-term predictions about the effects
of repression on a specific insurgent practice. Eventually, such prediction
should be possible in real time. Still far shy of achieving that benchmark, all
my limited analysis above can do is provide a plausible assessment of some
of the empirical implications of the theory in the hope of moving closer.
Black Lives Matter

Following theMay 25, 2020, killing of George Floyd by Officer Derek Chau-
vin inMinneapolis—and on the heels of the police killings of BreonnaTaylor
inLouisville andTonyMcDade inTallahassee—the BlackLiberation Strug-
gle mobilized on a scale unprecedented in the United States since the 1960s.
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Black Lives Matter protests in late May and early June met with harsh re-
pression. The repressive police actions, in turn, met with vast opposition
and allied support for the protesters. Preliminary analysis suggests the dy-
namics of repression and insurgent practice in this recent wave align closely
with the dynamics analyzed above. Widespread allied resistance to the re-
pression of Black Lives Matter protesters encouraged unprecedented esca-
lation of the insurgency. Authorities rapidly moderated their repression,
which led to de-escalation. See appendix F for preliminary analysis and hy-
potheses based on insurgent practice theory and concerning movement tra-
jectories up to the November 2020 elections.
Explaining Process by Generalizing the Dynamics of Practice

Since the fall of structuralism (Giddens 1984; Bourdieu 1990; Sewell 1992),
the study of movements and politics has confronted a theoretical crossroads
(Gamson and Meyer 1996; McAdam et al. 2001; Goodwin and Jasper 2004;
Clemens 2005, 2007, p. 544; Armstrong and Bernstein 2008). On the one
hand, empirical analysis has grown ever more sophisticated. revealing the
limits of invariant theoretical models. On the other hand, ideographic—that
is, historically unique—approaches cannot meaningfully compare and gen-
eralize across cases, losing capacity to cumulate theoretical knowledge (Tilly
1995, 2008; Clemens 2005, 2007). For a large catalog of events in the context
of the postwar Black Liberation Struggle in the United States, the practice-
centered approach described here transcended the limits of both invariant
models and ideographic analysis for explaining effects of repression on
mobilization.
As Tilly has argued, invariant models of categorical effects cannot effec-

tively explain social processes like repressive effects because time, place,
and what people do matter (Tilly 1995, 2000; see Abbott 2001). And at-
tempts to generalize the effects of categories of social action independent
of the practical dynamics of their historical contexts fall into the fallacy of
misplaced concreteness (Tilly 2008; Whitehead [1925] 2011, [1929] 1957).
For example, just because we label various actions “repression” across a
range of situations does notmean that all actions so labeledwill have similar
outcomes.
Conversely, the turn away from structural master theories has often left

scholars of movements and politics without meaningful ways to generalize
andcompareacrosshistorical cases (McAdametal. 2001,p.27;Clemens2005;
McAdam and Tarrow 2011). In his last decade, Tilly often called for theories
that explain social processes as similar generalizable dynamics—broader
andmore variable thanmechanisms—that could bemeaningfully compared
across time and space and thus progressively understood, while accounting
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for historical differences (Tilly 2000, 2001, 2008; McAdam et al. 2001, p. 27;
Tarrow 2018). But Tilly did not make clear how to construct such theories,
and he noted regretfully that few scholars had done so (Tilly 2008, p. 9). As
Clemens suggests, shifting the kind of comparison may be key: embracing
the multiplicity of history and abandoning invariant models “may not re-
quire an abandonment of systematic comparison so much as shifts in how
those comparisons are structured” (2005, p. 513).

In the analysis of repressive effects above, generalizing the dynamics of
practicemade historically nuanced systematic comparison possible. Historical
inquiry—guided by a consistent practice theory of repressive effects—pro-
vided clear reasons to expect that intense repression of civil rights action
in the postwar United States would increase the likelihood of remobilization
and that intense repression of violent urban rebellion would decrease the
likelihood. By testing these expectations, insurgent practice theory made it
possible to account for historical variations in the repressive effects on sub-
sequent mobilization in the postwar Black Liberation Struggle that were
opaque to invariant and structuralist models.

Yet while historically nuanced, this was no ideographic analysis. The
large-N study above tested for hypothesized similarities across many cities
and events based on a general theory of the dynamics of repression and in-
surgent practice. Moreover, the same general theory explained both why re-
pression of one kind of practice was effective andwhy repression of the other
was escalatory.

While different practices lead to different outcomes in different situations,
the outcomes of different kinds of practical dynamics are generalizable.
Generalizing the practical dynamics of repression, I propose that mobiliza-
tion outcomes vary by the extent of support for the practices repressed, rather
than varying by intensity of repression or structural context alone. This the-
ory is not invariant because the extent of support for a practice is historically
specific. This argument is not ideographic because it generalizes what mobi-
lization outcomes depend on across time and place.

In recent years, countless fine-grained analyses of movements and poli-
tics have illuminated amyriad of detailed and historically specific processes
that defy all invariant models. But the metatheoretical dilemma pitting in-
variant models against ideographic analysis has limited our ability to pur-
sue these insights without forgoing the fundamental project of cumulative
theory building. Much movement scholarship has fallen to the production
of unique case studies and the elaboration of untestable mechanisms (Tilly
2000, 2001, 2008; McAdam et al. 2001, p. 27; McAdam and Tarrow 2011).
The results of this study suggest that one way that scholars may be able to
cumulate theory while accounting for historical nuance—transcending in-
variant models to explain social process without devolving to ideographic
analysis—is by generalizing the dynamics of practice.
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APPENDIX A

Descriptive Statistics

TABLE A1
Descriptive Statistics: Continuous Variables

N Mean SD Min Max

Time (all) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,137 16.56 10.23 1 35
Time (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . . . 15,742 17.31 10.15 1 35
Time (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 16.56 10.20 1 35
Time (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 16.79 10.24 1 35
Time (late period, training) . . . . . . . . . 4,802 17.24 10.18 1 35
Time (out of sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,176 16.28 10.46 1 35
Time (late period, out of sample) . . . . 12,850 16.72 10.38 1 35
Arrest ratio (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 0.11 0.25 0 1
Arrest ratio2 (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 0.08 0.22 0 1
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TABLE A2
Descriptive Statistics: Dichotomous Variables

N
Frequency

Yes
Frequency

No

High arrests (all) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,137 7,031 29,106
High arrests (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,742 3,366 12,376
High arrests (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 3,954 18,974
High arrests (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 1,948 9,053
Arrests? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 3,473 7,528
Arrests? (late period, training) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,802 871 3,931
Arrests? (out of sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,176 8,536 14,640
Arrests? (late period, out of sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,580 3,108 9,472
White mob violence (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 1,061 9,940
White mob violence (late, training) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,802 83 4,719
White mob violence (Out-of-Sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,176 1,319 21,857
White mob violence (late, out of sample) . . . . . . . . . . 12,580 587 11,993
Large? (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,742 11,791 3,951
Large? (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 15,536 7,392
Large? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 6,912 4,089
Long? (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,742 8,229 7,513
Long? (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 12,395 10,533
Long? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 5,853 5,148
Formal organization? (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . 15,742 1,558 14,184
Formal organization? (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 10,166 12,762
Formal organization? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 3,730 7,271
Police weapon attack? (violent urban rebellion) . . . . . 15,742 4,181 11,561
Police weapon attack? (civil rights–type) . . . . . . . . . . 22,928 1,252 21,676
Police weapon attack? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 553 10,448
1965–92? (civil rights) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,001 4,802 6,199
1965–92? (out of sample) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,176 12,580 10,596
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APPENDIX B

Conceptualizing Repression

In her landmark conceptual work on repression, Earl (2003; see also 2011)
distinguishes three dimensions of repression: repressive agents—either tightly
or loosely connected with national political elite; observable vs. unobserved;
and coercion vs. channeling. I include only a subset of the varied forms of re-
pression Earl considers in my concept because I only expect a subset to ad-
here to the dynamics of repression and insurgent practice I theorize and ob-
serve. I view my narrower conceptualization as complementary to Earl’s
broader conceptualization. Consistent with Earl, I conceptualize repression
as including actions by informal agents of authorities, as well as authorities
themselves—e.g., Mussolini’s black shirts (Bosworth 2006) or theWhite mob
violence of the Jim Crow South (McAdam 1982; and see discussion in text).
But while I share Earl’s capacious definition of the agents of repression,
my concept is restricted to observable coercion inEarl’s (2003) typology. Peo-
ple have to observe repressive action by authorities in order to oppose it. And
while covert and indirect actions by authorities may influence the dynamics
of repression, direct and explicit coercive action like arrests and political vi-
olence play a meaningfully distinct role.

My conception of repression is similar to that advanced byTilly, who also
sees repression as regulatory but with key differences. In Tilly’s conception,
“repression is any action by another group which raises the contender’s cost
of collective action” (1978, p. 100). I diverge from Tilly’s concept in three
key ways: (1) In my conception, repression does not generically target “con-
tention by a group” but pointedly targets participation in specific forms of
practice (Bourdieu 1990, and see theory section). (2) While Tilly emphasizes
cost, I emphasize theWeberian concernwith organized “use of physical force
in the enforcement of its order”within a territory as the crux of political power
(Weber 1978, p. 54). Like Earl (2003), I use the slightly broader term “coer-
cion” rather than Weber’s “physical force” because the dynamics I theorize
often concern censorship and other forms of coercion besides physical force,
although such coercion is always backed by organized physical force. (3) In
contrast to both Tilly and Earl, I make a point to distinguish repression from
both concessions and vilification. Both concessions by authorities aimed to
coopt support for an insurgency and vilification of insurgents through public
campaigns tomalign insurgents can raise the costs of contention, and thus are
included in Tilly’s (1978) definition. But I exclude both concessions and vil-
ification because they don’t involve overt coercive action.

Inmy view, the role of concessions and vilification are intelligible in terms
of theways they shape public reception of overt and coercive repressive action
by authorities. Authorities often turn to concessions to draw support away
from insurgents precisely when insurgent practices enjoy broad support and
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authorities hope to avoid repressive actions thatmight escalate the insurgency.
Similarly, authorities may covertly attempt to vilify insurgents with the inten-
tion to make them more repressible. For example, Federal COINTELPRO
misinformation initiatives sought to frame Black Panther Party leaders as
criminals. Internal documents later revealed by the U.S. Senate investigation
showed that Hoover and the FBI intended these actions to turn supporters
against party leaders and make them repressible (Bloom and Martin 2016).
While such actions raised the cost of insurgency, and so would be classified
by Tilly as repression, they were neither overt nor directly coercive. That said,
like concessions, vilification is an important dimension of the repressive dy-
namic. Vilification can effectively undercut public support,making an insur-
gency vulnerable to direct repressive actions like arrests, raids, and political
violence. As such, vilification efforts play a role in the dynamic of repression
and insurgent practice that is meaningfully distinct from the role played by
overt coercive repressive action itself.
APPENDIX C

Out-of-Sample Testing

A pervasive challenge in quantitative social analysis is that scholars custom-
arily estimate a wide variety of models but report only a few preferred esti-
mates (Young 2009, p. 380). As every quantitative researcher knows, it is un-
realistic to expect that the first models tried will effectively use the data to
precisely capture the social dynamics of interest. In successive stages of anal-
ysis, the researcher arrives at a deeper understanding of the relationship be-
tween the variables as captured in the data. It is only after many stages of
analysis—when the researcher arrives at tests the results of which are both
interesting and important—that the results are reported. The challenge is
that this exploratory process,while uncovering the interesting and important
relationships, simultaneously violates the foundational premises of statistical
inference. As Leamer noted decades ago, social science “as it is practiced at
the computer terminal involves fitting many, perhaps thousands, of statisti-
cal models. One or several that the researcher finds pleasing are selected for
reporting purposes. This searching for a model is often well intentioned, but
there can be no doubt that such a specification search invalidates the tradi-
tional theories of inference. . . .Traditional theor[ies] utterly lose their mean-
ing by the time an applied researcher pulls from the bramble of computer
output the one thorn of a model he likes best, the one he chooses to portray
as a rose” (Leamer 1983, p. 37). In the poignant words of R.H. Coase, “If you
torture the data enough, nature will always confess” ([1960] 2012, p. 27).
A range of meta-analytic, Bayesian model averaging, and econometric

empirical studies have demonstrated the ways in which reporting a few
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models selected frommany can present an arbitrary assessment of social dy-
namics (Western 1996; Sala-i-Martin 1997;Hoeting et al. 1999;Magnus and
Morgan 1999; Pinello 1999; Young 2009). Selecting among a large number
of models can overfit the data much like building models with a large num-
ber of explanatory variables relative to the number of observations. The
problem is not just that different controls, different equations, and different
model calibrations yield different and often opposing assessments of a var-
iable’s influence. Perhaps evenmore troubling, overfittingmodels risks yield-
ing results that explain “noise in the sample” rather than capturing a robust
social relationship (Sarle 1995; Watts 2014, p. 339). As Babyak warns, “If
you use a sample to construct a model, or to choose a hypothesis to test,
you cannot make a rigorous scientific test of the model using that same sam-
ple data.This, by theway, is the real statisticalmeaning of the termpost-hoc—
it does not refer to afterward in terms of time. Rather, it refers to looking at the
data to decide which tests or parameters will be included in the analysis and
interpretation” (2004, p. 414).

Onemethod of redressing this challenge is out-of-sample testing. In out-of-
sample testing, “the model is estimated or ‘fit’ on one set of data—usually
called the ‘training’ data—and then is evaluated exclusively on a distinct
‘test’ or ‘holdout’ set” (Watts 2014, p. 338). Long employed in a variety of
fields, from sociology to econometrics, and computer science to medicine
(Meese and Rogoff 1983; Kohavi 1995; Raftery 1995; Clark andMcCracken
2001; Furlong et al. 2001), out-of-sample testing can allow the researcher to
explore, fit, and calibrate models using real data, without violating the foun-
dational premises of inference.While no quantitativemethod of analysis can
account for the influence of all possible calibrations or controls on the rela-
tionship of interest, testing models out of sample has the advantage of assur-
ing scholars that results reflect relationships more fundamental than sam-
pling noise.
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APPENDIX D

Additional Confidence Intervals

FIG. D1.—Confidence interval for out-of-sample test

FIG. D2.—Confidence interval for late period out-of-sample test
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APPENDIX E

Preliminary Quantitative Check regarding Black Panther Mobilization

Based on a qualitative analysis, Bloom andMartin (2016, p. 396) write that
in “1969, brutal state repression . . . fostered increased mobilization.”To be-
gin to check this claim quantitatively, I gathered preliminary data from the
New York Times. To collect these data, I first conducted a keyword search
in the historical newspapers database, available through ProQuest, for any
articles published in theNew York Times in 1969 containing the exact phrase
“Black Panther.” I excluded all nonarticles, such as advertisements and opin-
ion columns. This yielded 343 candidate articles.

I thenwent through each of these articles word for word and excluded any
articles that didn’t explicitly discuss recent (usually the previous day) news of
on-the-ground activities by the Black Panther Party. A few of the articles
were not about the Black Panther Party, for example articles about similarly
named sports teams. Andmany of the articles only referred to theBlack Pan-
therParty in passing, or retrospectively, rather than reporting on recent news.
This culling process yielded coverage of news regarding 103 on-the-ground
events of Black Panther mobilization.

During this period, the Black Panther Party promulgated a fairly con-
sistent set of movement claims, largely presenting itself as a vanguard party
representing the true interests of Black Americans and part of a global
revolutionary movement, advocating violent confrontation with the state
(Bloom andMartin 2016, p. 391). This claim is consistent with the practices
represented in the New York Times coverage. Events covered in these New
York Times articles involved some variety of tactics, but two kinds of tactics
comprised the largest concentration of events: first, events in which mem-
bers of the Black Panther Party engaged in armed resistance—usually in-
cluding some exchange of fire—against police raiding local party chapter
headquarters around the country; second, events of courtroom resistance
where members of the Black Panther Party—usually under state custody
and participating in high-profile legal proceedings—actively defied judges’
or marshals’ orders regarding courtroom conduct.

I coded these articles for three basic variables, namely, date, number of
participants in the event, and number arrested.36 I then analyzed these data
applying the preliminary the basic hazard model presented in this article
(see table E1).

This analysis includes 1,705 panelized observations of city-days following
the Black Panther mobilization events. The analysis shows that, controlling
36 Arrests include both street arrests and courtroom arrests. When courtroom arrests, i.e.,
imposition of bodily physical constraint by marshals, led to conviction on charges of con-
tempt of court, street-type arrests were not employed because the Panthers found in con-
tempt were already prisoners in state custody.
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for time since the last mobilization in a given city, Black Panther mobiliza-
tion is about twice as likely (b5 2.156) following high arrests, comparedwith
periods followingmoderate or no arrests. The result is statistically significant
(P5 .003), so I reject the null hypothesis that high levels of repression have
no effect on subsequent mobilization.37

This analysis provides preliminary quantitative support for the claim that
intense repression of the Black Panther Party led to increased mobilization.
These findings should be taken as preliminary and suggestive, rather than
definitive or final, for several reasons. First, I coded the data myself without
the benefit of double-blind coding by a staff and measurable reliability as
employed in construction of the event catalogs in the main analysis and cus-
tomary for event catalog construction generally. Second, Bloom andMartin
(2016) show that different Panther practices were effective in different peri-
ods over the course of the party’s history as the political conditions changed
and that from the spring of 1971 on, the party becamemuchmore repressible
generally. It would be good to test these conclusions quantitatively, but such
an analysis was well beyond the scope of what I could rigorously accomplish
here. Third, the two specific Black Panther tactical forms that appear most
important in the 1969 New York Times data—namely, armed resistance to
police raids and high-profile public defiance of judges’ orders regarding
courtroom behavior during trials—are both excluded from the Ethnic Col-
lectiveAction data, which focusmore pointedly on riots andmore traditional
protest actions. Thus, any comparison with analyses to data from the Ethnic
Collective Action data set should be drawn cautiously.38 A fuller and more
reliable quantitative analysis of repressive effects on theBlackPanther Party
over the course of its history is warranted.
37 Descriptive
1 5.19; SD 5
frequency yes
38 See Daven
an analysis o
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TABLE E1
Odds of Repeat Black Panther Party Mobilization

Party Mobilization

Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .907***
High arrests . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.156**
Likelihood ratio v2(2) . . . . . 54
P > v2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0000
N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,705
statistics for the analysis areTime (BlackP
10.32; Min 5 1; Max 5 35. High arrests (B
5 454; frequency no5 1,251.

port (2010) for discussion of some further ch
f repressive effects on the Black Panther P
* P ≤ .05 (two-tailed).
** P ≤ .01.
*** P ≤ .001.
anther Party):N5 1,705;mean5
lack Panther Party): N 5 1,705;

allenges in rigorously producing
arty.
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APPENDIX F

Afterword on the Current Moment

Beginning about five weeks ago at the time of this writing, following the
killing of George Floyd by officer Derek Chauvin in Minneapolis—as well
as the killings of Breonna Taylor by police in Louisville and TonyMcDade
in Tallahassee—the Black Liberation Struggle mobilized on a scale unprec-
edented in the United States since the 1960s. Nonviolent antiracist protest-
ers were oftenmetwith harsh repression. For example, in onewidely reported
incident on June 1, police and theNational Guard used tear gas and flash gre-
nades and beat protesters with batons at Lafayette Park inWashington, D.C.,
to clear a path for a presidential photo op at St. John’s Church.39

Highly repressive police response to Black Lives Matter protesters met
with vast and unprecedented outpourings of allied support. In a very brief
recapitulation of the trajectory of the Civil Rights movement, as depicted in
figure F1, the Black Liberation Struggle quickly regained the right to protest
peacefully, and the rate of repression plummeted. The rate of mobilization
then declined. Some aspects of this wave of mobilization are quite familiar.
Others stand out in contrast to the recent history of the Black Liberation
Struggle and call for explanation.

The claims, targets, and tactics of this wave ofmobilization are consistent
with other Black insurgent mobilizations since the Ferguson uprising in
2014. In recent years insurgents have often demanded police accountability
and the transformation of policing ranging from reform to abolition. Sup-
ported by some purely symbolic protest, and sometimes accompanied by
property destruction, insurgents have usually protested nonviolently in streets
and sometimes highways, blocking traffic in defiance of police orders.

One defining aspect of the Black Lives Matter mobilizations has been
their punctuated rhythm.Unlike the Civil Rightsmovement where activists
chose their battles and drove the process of insurgentmobilization by bodily
violating Jim Crow institutions, Black Lives Matter mobilizations have
largely responded to police killings of Black people.40 For example, think
of themobilizations for Eric Garner inNewYork, Tamir Rice in Cleveland,
Freddie Gray in Baltimore, Walter Scott in North Charleston, Alton Ster-
ling in BatonRouge, or KorrynGaines near Baltimore. These, andmost other
highly publicized recent Black Lives Matter mobilizations, all emerged in
response to police actions and then, after a period of heightened mobiliza-
tion, de-escalated. These mobilizations do make business as usual impossi-
ble for a time. But with a few exceptions—like Ferguson—the movement
has not figured out how to sustain disruption.
39 https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/01/us/politics/trump-st-johns-church-bible.html.
40 Secondary waves of mobilization have often responded to the failure to indict.
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FIG. F1.—Mobilization versus repression in Black Lives Matter. Number of stories pub-
lished in theNewYork Times per daymentioning “Black LivesMatter” is used as a proxy
for mobilization. The number of these stories mentioning “tear gas” is used as a proxy for
repression. The repression variable is scaled for legibility. Three-day rolling averages are
graphed.

In a series of conversations in 2016 and 2017, I spoke about this issue with
Alicia Garza—who helped coin the phrase “Black Lives Matter” and is one
of the founders of the Black Lives Matter Network. Garza told me she rec-
ognized this punctuated rhythm ofmobilization in response to police killings
and sought to build theBlack LivesMatterNetwork as a kind of “container”
that would be available to support such mobilizations when they arose. Her
idea was to use the momentum and resources forthcoming in those moments
to build organizational strength for the long term. This approach has proven
highly effective for organization building. Garza said that in her view, “I’m
not sure that this is yet a movement. . . . The question of being able to drive
insurgency is a question of coordination that I don’t think exists in the way it
did during the last period of Civil Rights.”41 It appears that, at least for now,
movement leaders have accepted the punctuated cycle as a given. For exam-
ple, near the height of the recent wave of protests in mid-June, Garza told
the New York Times that the protests would “start to die down, which they
always do.”42 In this sense, the recent punctuated wave of Black Lives
41 Email from Alicia Garza, February 8, 2017.
42 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/06/13/magazine/police-reform.html.
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Matter mobilization in response to police killing was quite similar to other
mobilizations since 2014 but different than the activist-initiated waves in
the Civil Rights movement.

But two aspects of this recent wave ofmobilizations appear different from
earlierBlackLivesMattermobilizations and could provide clues aboutwhat
kind of insurgent practices might allow activists to sustain and direct the
movement. First, the character of repressive action by the police seemed no-
tably different. In some instances in recent years—such as in Ferguson in
2014—police responded to nonviolent protesters with harsh repressive ac-
tions, for example, using dogs, tear gas, andmilitary style guns. But in recent
years in many cities—perhaps learning from the escalations in Ferguson—
police have sought to avoid the appearance of aggression toward nonviolent
protesters. In the two weeks after George Floyd was killed, many police de-
partments dispensed with such restraint. Video footage of police violence
against nonviolent protesters flooded the internet. As implied by figure E1,
such police violence appears to have contributed to the extreme escalation
of mobilization. This observation suggests several questions for analysis:
Why did police respond differently to this current wave of protests?43 To
what extent did harsh police repression drive the escalation of insurgency
in the two weeks following the killing of George Floyd? Why did police na-
tionally moderate the character of repressive action against nonviolent pro-
testers after the first couple weeks?Was the shift coordinated?What role did
the moderation of repression play in de-escalation?

Second, allied support is more extensive than in previous waves. Mobili-
zation of symbolic support in more than 2,500 towns and cities through-
out the country is striking44—even predominantlyWhite and Republican-
leaning towns have mobilized. There has been an outpouring of financial
support for insurgents. Mainstream politicians and businesses have taken
unprecedented stands in support of the movement. And mainstream liberal
newspapers such as theNew York Times and theWashington Post have fea-
tured extensive op-eds in favor of the movement by movement leaders and
allies. These observations suggest further questions for analysis:Why is allied
support different now—what motivated it?What role did allied resistance to
repression play in the escalation of this wave of insurgency?
43 One hypothesis is that many police officers were emboldened by Trump’s racist and
authoritarian rhetoric. Police officers do the difficult and dangerous work of maintaining
dominant social institutions, including structural racism.With statements like “when the
looting starts, the shooting starts” (https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/126623
1100780744704), the president declared support for extreme repressive violence against
challengers.
44 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/07/03/us/george-floyd-protests-crowd-size
.html.
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The structural racism that undergirds policing of Black communities is
constitutive of U.S. society and is not going away easily. The Trump admin-
istration has responded to the antiracist protests by playing to its base with
an exaggerated Nixonian “law and order” posture, augmented by more ex-
plicit White supremacist rhetoric. Frommy perspective it is likely some level
of mobilization will continue at least until the November elections, but it is
far from certain whether any significant leverage will be maintained. Based
on insurgent practice theory and my own interpretations of recent events,
I offer the following expectations and hypothetical explanations:

1. Movement allies in this wave have been motivated by a variety of
grievances and political cleavages in addition to opposition to racist
policing, not least, life-threatening mismanagement of the corona-
virus pandemic; vastly expanding long-term inequality in income and
wealth punctuated by the policy response to the 2008Great Recession,
and now again with the economic policy response to the pandemic;
and the polarizing racist authoritarianism of the Trump administra-
tion. For theDemocratic Party leadership and the liberal establishment
specifically, recognition that the Black Lives Matter mobilizations and
polarization with Trump concerning race is good for polling for the
November 2020 elections has motivated a facilitative stance viz the
movement.

2. Given the widespread allied support, a high level of national attention
to the Black Lives Matter insurgency will persist until the November
elections. One measure of the level of national attention to the Black
Lives Matter insurgency is the number of articles mentioning “Black
Lives Matter” published in the New York Times. In the year before
George Floyd was killed, from May 25, 2019, through May 24, 2020,
theNew York Times published 204 articles including the phrase “Black
LivesMatter.”Conversely, in the month following the killing of George
Floyd, fromMay 25, 2020, through June 24, 2020, theNew York Times
published 729 articles including the phrase “Black Lives Matter.” I
predict that in each calendar month between now and the November
elections—namely, July, August, September, and October—the New
York Timeswill publish no less than 50 articles that include the phrase
“Black LivesMatter.”This is a rate about three times themonthly rate
in the year before George Floyd was killed.

3. Extensive efforts will bemade to vilify themore disruptive elements of
the insurgency and make them repressible. Such efforts will increase
after the November elections regardless of who wins. One of the more
potentially disruptive practices antiracist activists have engaged since
the George Floyd’s death is the establishment of encampments. Au-
thorities will label any encampments as fostering violence and posing
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threats to public health and will attempt to forcibly remove them. Au-
thorities will also seek to vilify and repress insurgent practices involv-
ing property destruction, such as burning or looting.

4. Short of intense and sustained campaigns that seriously disrupt busi-
ness as usual in specific locales, most concessions to the movement will
be piecemeal and will not fundamentally redress structural racism. A
main demand of the insurgents has been to “defund the police,” redi-
recting resources to better address social needs. The vast majority of
municipalities will make no cuts to their police personnel budgets (as a
percentage of overall budget). Very few municipalities, if any, will cut
more than 10% of the police personnel budgets. Only those municipal-
ities that experience the most large-scale sustained disruptions—as
measured over time by value of property damage, numbers of protest-
ers arrested, and street closure hours—will make any reduction to po-
lice personnel budgets.

5. Intense campaigns seriously disrupting business as usual will only be
sustained if-when-where insurgents develop practices that are not only
inherently disruptive but also hard to repress because they draw strong
allied support.What is not yet clear iswhat forms of insurgent practice—
if any—will be developed that can sustain large-scale disruption in this
moment. Lots of allies are supporting the movement in spirit. But thus
far—unlike the sit-ins or the Freedom Rides or the Birmingham cam-
paign, or the Black Panther Party’s coupling of Free Breakfast Pro-
gramswith armed self-defense of party territory—no seriously disruptive
insurgent practices have emerged that appear to draw strong allied
support in resistance to repression in this moment.45
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